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Whaur’s yer Venice noo!
Joking aside, the serious problem of flooding
once again affected our area on 8th September.
You can read all about  Stirling Council’s plans for
tackling the problem in the Community Council
report on page 7.
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After several months of
watching and waiting over the
summer, it seems that fate has
been kind to us and all the
elements needed to submit
our lottery bid have now
fortunately come together.
� We had to delay our

application because of
both the severe fall in
commercial property
values and the reduced
availability of bank funding,
which meant we could not
come close enough to the
price being asked for the
garage site, which had
become more than the
market value the Lottery
Fund would support.  So
we waited as long as
possible for indications of a
change in the property and
financial markets and a
new valuation done in
September has now
helped to resolve this.
� Our bid has become more

viable and less risky as the
result of changes which
have taken place at
Aberfoyle Motors over the
summer months.  As many
people are aware, the
Aberfoyle Coaches
business and garage
workshop have now been
merged into the business
of Kingshouse Travel of
Balquhidder, involving a
management buyout with
John Buchanan and staff

operating from the garage
site and still providing local
services and employment.
We wish them well and
would like to be able to
offer the ability for
Aberfoyle Coaches to
continue trading as tenants
at the garage premises for
the indefinite future.
� In fact this new situation

will make it easier for us to
concentrate on the parts of
the business which we had
planned to develop most,
based on community
feedback – first the petrol
and shop services and
then the units to the rear.
� As long as the garage site

remains on the market
there are no guarantees as
to its future, either to
provide a petrol supply or
to rent out to coach and
garage operators.  The
opportunity to have a
valuable asset almost
entirely paid for by grant
funding and owned by the
local community would be
lost, and with that the
chance to provide other
useful services from a
central site in Aberfoyle.
� There is stiff competition

for Big Lottery funds and if
we can demonstrate
support from as many
people as possible in
Strathard, Gartmore and
Port of Menteith our bid will

be looked on more
favourably and be more
likely to succeed.
� This is now a one-off

opportunity since the
generous lottery scheme
we are bidding under is
ending and nothing similar
has taken its place.  Let’s
not miss the chance!

By the time this Strathard
News reaches you it will be the
final weeks before submission
of the bid and we urgently
need your help no later than
31st October.
So how can you help the bid
succeed?
Fill in a Trossachs Area
Community Transport
membership form available
from Aberfoyle PO or www.ta-
ct.org.uk and pay just £1 to
become a member.

Talk to as many people as you
can in the area (including other
members of your own family)
and get them to do the same!
If someone asks you to
become a member, please just
say yes and fill in the form!
Membership is not an
investment, and the £1
subscription for the period up
till 30 September 2010 has
been set as low as possible in
order to encourage local
people to show their support
for the bid by becoming
members.  Becoming a
member will ensure that you
are kept up to date with what is
happening, and also that you
will be able to have a say if the
company is offered a Lottery
grant and becomes active.
Thank you in advance for
joining in and helping our BIG
Lottery Fund application.

The Sixth annual Community Newspaper of the
Year Awards, sponsored by Stirling Council
Provosts Fund and Loch Lomond and the
Trossachs National Park took place on
Saturday 19th September in the Kirk Halls,
Callander.  As the local Community
Newspapers came together for an evening celebrating the enormous
voluntary contribution the newspapers make to their communities, they
also reflected on the ten years of news and views since the Stirling
Community Newspaper Forum, the umbrella organisation for community
newspapers was formed in 1999.
The top award ‘Community Newspaper of the Year 2009’, was won by
The Villagers newspaper covering Lochearnhead, Balquhidder, Strathyre
and St Fillans.  Strathard News was “Runner-up”, and the photo shows
our very own reporter, Dougie MacPherson receiving the award from
Mike Luti representing Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park.
Other awards included Best Article to Tom Rait from the Bridge of Allan
Times and Giggle of the Year for Bannockburn News’ Agony Aunt.

Community Newspaper of the Year
Strathard News - Runner-up!

BIG Lottery Fund Application
Your last chance to help the bid – please act now!
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Welcome to yet another colour
edition of Strathard News. I’d
like to thank The Bluebell Café
for sponsoring the last issue and
The Forth Inn for their
sponsorship of this one. We
have had such a positive
response for these colour
issues that, hopefully,
businesses will be queuing up to
sponsor the next one, which is
the Christmas one!
As you know, we are always
experimenting with new
features. In this edition you will
find “Ask Aggie”. We’d love to
hear what you think of our latest
addition to the team! It’s always
good to receive feedback
(positive or negative) on
anything: contact details are on
page ???
However, we are missing one of
our regular articles. Owen
McKee, our representative on
the board of the National Park,
was involved in a nasty accident
in the middle of August when his
car went off the road and
plunged into a ravine.
Fortunately, he seems to be
making good progress. We
send our good wishes and hope
that it won’t be long before he
makes a full recovery.
On a completely different tack,
have you had a look recently at
our website? Colin Stewart from
Kinlochard has totally revamped
it and the improvement is
amazing. A lot of time and effort
goes into it but we think you’ll
agree that it’s worth it. You can
find it a www.strathardnews.com
Our advertisers should be
delighted with this development
since we will be reaching a
wider audience on the internet;
and we do like to keep our
advertisers happy since, without
their loyalty, we would be
unable to produce a newspaper
at all. My thanks as always.
I hope you enjoy this Mushroom
Festival edition.

Margaret

Editorial Forest
Theatre Company

proudly
presents

Friday 27th and Saturday 28th
November 2009 at 7.30pm

Gartmore Village Hall
Tickets £8 adults, £6 children

Available soon from Gartmore Village Shop
and Aberfoyle Post Office

Strathard Community Trust

Annual General Meeting
Tuesday 27th October 2009

Aberfoyle Memorial Hall 7.30pm

All members welcome
For information about joining the Trust

please contact our chairman Ian Marshall
phone 387200 or e-mail ct@strathard.org.uk

local projects local people

The winner of the 100 Club in September was
Catherine Sherwood who won £87.   The 100 Club
has raised almost £3000 for the hall in the first three
years with the same amount being distributed in
prizes.  The Committee would like to thank all our
members for their ongoing support.  We hope that
the long promised new windows will be installed in
the near future and this could not have been
achieved without your help.

Aberfoyle Memorial Hall
100 Club

R&C LUKE

01324 625624

T/a J. Brown
Coal Merchant & Contractor
12-14 Slamannon Road
Falkirk FK1 1LG
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Book or cancel your next appointment on-line.
You can now book or cancel your appointments via our website

www.aberfoyle-buchlyviesurgeries.co.uk
Whether you are at home or work, you can quickly log on to
view, book and cancel appointments.  Available 24 hours a day,
it’s especially useful when the practice is closed or telephone
lines are busy.  Please ask at reception for a registration form.

2nd Talk of the Session
How to recognize the signs of a stroke

and  what to do about it
Speaker: Lindsay Pullan
Stirling Royal Infirmary

Buchlyvie Medical Centre
Wed 21st October 2009 at 7.30pm

Admission Free
Everybody Welcome

Friends Of
 Aberfoyle & Buchlyvie

Medical Centres

Swine Flu Patient Guide
If You Think You May Have Swine Flu
•  Stay at Home
•  Do Not Attend the Surgery
•  Do Not Go Out
•  Phone the Surgery 01877 382421 or
                     NHS 24 – 08454 242424
The receptionist will take your details and
arrange for a doctor to ring you back.

The Friends Of Aberfoyle and Buchlyvie have run a series of
talks on health and welfare.  The latest such talk was given on
23 rd September in Buchlyvie Village Hall and, needless to say,
it was well attended.  The talk was on winter remedies and was
given by Virginia Irvine-Fortescue MNIMH, of Buchlyvie.
The talk was both informative and enjoyable and covered much
ground.  Here, in this issue, we can give an idea of the cures
and remedies discussed at the meeting and which are available
to us all, while realising that this is only a small portion of what
was undeniably a ‘fact-packed’ discussion.

Cold And Flu Kitchen Remedies:
Garlic Honey:
(Garlic is very antibiotic; honey is antiseptic and antibiotic)
2 whole head of garlic, each clove peeled and crushed in garlic
press
1lb of honey – preferably local
Method:
Put the crushed garlic into a pestle and mortar and pound until
its almost transparent.  Add 2 tablespoonfuls of honey and
continue pounding until garlic is transparent.  Add remaining
honey and mix it in well.  Bottle and label with date/dose.
Dose:
As a Tonic: ½ teaspoonful daily/
As a Remedy:  ½ teaspoonful 3 x daily; 6 x daily in acute
situation
Dilute 1 teaspoon in 120 mls water – as a skin lotion, on small
wounds/grazes/bites.

Sore Throats and Cough:
A Simple Onion & Sugar (or Honey) Syrup:
Just layer chopped onion/sugar/chopped onion/sugar etc
Leave until its ‘syrupped’ and it keeps in the fridge for a couple
of days.

Hot Drink Remedy:
Fresh or dried Thyme, with honey or lemon juice.
Add marjoram and some Turmeric too if you have them

Stuffed-Up & Full Of Catarrh?
½ oz fresh Ginger – sliced
1 stick Cinnamon
3 Cloves
1 teaspoon Coriander seeds
Place ingredients in a pan.  Cover with 600 mls cold water.
Bring to the boil.  Cover, simmer for 10-15 minutes, and strain.
Sweeten with honey or add a slice of lemon.  Drink as hot as
possible.  (You can always add a Camomile teabag to this, to
add to the relief of children)

There are many other recipes which would enable you to get
through the winter in good health. For example, there is a recipe
for Elderberry Syrup, there is Sinus Clearing Cream and Cold
Sore Cream.  Such recipes, and many others, can be obtained
from Virginia Irvine-Fortescue, MNIMH., The Medical Herbalist,
The Old Surgery, Buchlyvie, FK8 3LU.  Or she can be contacted
at 01360 771412 / 07801 296781.

Winter Illnesses

Flu Clinic Dates
for Seasonal Flu Vaccinations

(dates for swine flu clinics to be confirmed)

Aberfoyle
Thursday 8th October  10.30 – 12 noon
Wednesday 14th October 4pm – 5.30pm
Thursday 15th October  2pm – 4pm
Friday 16th October  7am – 8am
Thursday 22nd October  2pm – 4pm
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Registrar
Over the summer months we, at the
Registration Office in Aberfoyle, have been
delighted to register the birth of four babies
since last we wrote.  Parents Cindy and
Enda from the Dukes Pass were delighted
at the birth of their baby girl, Poppy Rowan
McLoughlin in June; while August brought a
son, Russell James Harrower, to Wendy
and James at the Milton; and a daughter,
Cara McKinlay, to Jane and Martin at
Braeval. With the leaves (just) still green on
the trees, baby boy Aaron Crowder was
born in September to parents Laura and
Calum.  A huge big ‘Welcome’ babies.
As spring gave way to summer, the increase
in the number of weddings has continued.
As always, our lovely local churches have
been proving popular as our local Ministers
have officiated at weddings over this period.
Some of the couples choosing to be
married by local or visiting Ministers, had
travelled for their big day, including couples
John Burns and Karen Watson from
Edinburgh; and Andrew Higginson and Lisa
Martindale from Crianlarich.
Some however, I am delighted to say, were
very much local weddings, such as the
weddings of Greig Anderson and Sylvia
Oliver from Aberfoyle; of Craig McPheat
and Michelle Whellans from
Stronachlachar; and the wedding of local
girl Hazel Stuart who came home to marry
Christopher French at Inchmahome Priory.
Other local venues have also seen many
weddings this summer. John and I have
both been very busy, and I cannot imagine
the mileage that we – John in particular –
have clocked up!

Some of the couples, that I have been
fortunate enough to marry, elected to have
a Registry Office ceremony. These included
Roger Galloway who wed Ann Audsley; and
couple William McHarg and Lilia Andreeva
who chose to have some local witnesses,
who had just happened to also be married
two days previously.
I was also fortunate enough to conduct
ceremonies at many other venues this
summer. Forest Hills have been extremely
busy with weddings large and small,
including those of Gavin Munro to Heather
McKay from Broxburn; and of Jodi Knight to
Kathryn McLaughlin from Leicester. Alskeith,
too, has seen several ceremonies, for
example the all Australian wedding party
who witnessed the very Scottish wedding of
Australian couple Robert Whyte and Kylie
Underwood. Gordon Gilchrist and Joanne
Walker from Skipton, were one of the
couples keeping the Lake Hotel busy; while
the Forth Inn hosted events such as the
wedding of Hamilton couple, Jon Murphy
and Gillian Wallace.
You may have guessed that, this time round,
there have been so many weddings at so
many venues that it is just not going to be
possible for me to mention them all
individually. I have so many fond memories
and so many lovely times, which makes me
particularly sorry not to mention every one.
Some events, however, do stand out in my
mind. I feel especially pleased when I see
local couples being married locally, such as
those Strathard couples I have mentioned
above. There are, therefore, two more
couples whose ceremonies I would
particularly like to mention this summer.

The first of these is Jill
Macadam, local lass
remembered by so
many of us, who
brought family (now
scattered far and
wide) all back to Aberfoyle when she
married Andrew Smith. Adding a lovely
touch to their brand new marriage, Jill and
Andrew found themselves being asked to
act as witnesses by a visiting couple whose
wedding in Aberfoyle was just two days
later!
The second is Aberfoyle couple Caroline
Carranza and Joe Fleming. Their wonderful
secret wedding nearly didn’t happen when a
muddle resulted in them finding themselves
with just four days to go but no marriage
venue! The Lake Hotel, already busy, came
to the rescue and - amazingly - gifted the
perfect wedding venue! With such a
wonderful gift, a wedding on the shore of
the lake, a lovely couple and a champagne
reception, I promise you there wasn’t a dry
eye there.
My very warmest congratulations to all
those who were married this summer.
For those who may not know, the
Registration and Stirling Council Local
Office is on the upper floor of the Discovery
Centre where the Assistant Registrar, John
Boyle-Hannah, and I are available on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 9
am until 12 noon.  Appointments can be
made by telephone, on 01877 382986, or
by dropping in to the office during opening
hours. We hope we can be of service.

Sharon Johnston,   Registrar
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Police Business

Man Arrested
2nd, October 2009
A 48 year old Polish man was arrested after
an alleged assault of an indecent nature at
the Foresthills MacDonald Resort near
Aberfoyle.  A report has been submitted to
the Procurator Fiscal at Stirling.
Drink Driving
26th, September 2009
Unfortunately, an all too common occurrence
on our roads today is drinking and driving.
Today saw officers engaged in Operation
Ironworks carrying out road checks on the
A81 approach to Aberfoyle.  A 27 year old
man was arrested for being drunk in charge
of a vehicle after he was seen parked in a
lay-by near to the Rob Roy.    He remains in
Police custody and will appear at Stirling
Sheriff Court on Monday to answer the
charges against him.
Drugs Raid
26th, September 2009
Uniformed and plain clothes Officers carried
out a drugs raid on a house in Aberfoyle as
part of Operation Iron Works. As a result of
information passed to Police a search warrant
was granted to carry out enquiry at the house.
A quantity of class A and B drugs was
recovered along with a selection of knives
and other bladed articles. Further enquiry has
also been initiated in relation to possible
Firearms offences.
The operation was very successful and a
number of items were taken out of circulation
which if in the wrong hands could have been
used to deadly effect.
Aberfoyle and indeed the Central Scotland
Police force area is considered to be one of
the safest areas to live, work and visit and we
are keen to keep it that way.  This result has
provided further assurances that we are
relentless in our efforts to tackle this type of
criminality
Knife Crime
25th, September 2009
Central Scotland Police continued their crack
down on the carrying of knives and offensive

weapons.
Officers engaged in Operation Iron Works
stopped and searched 5 males who were
found in suspicious circumstances at the rear
of the woollen Mill in Aberfoyle.  On this
occasion no weapons were recovered and no
offences were proved.
Drivers warned
25th, September 2009
2 youths were warned in relation to their
driving on the Main Street on Friday night.
Wheel spins were heard by Officers who were
on foot patrol and carrying out licensed
premises checks.  The young drivers were
stopped and given firm advice and were left in
no uncertain circumstances should they be
caught again.
This Weekends Iron Works
24th, September 2009
This weekend will see increased patrols
around the Lochsides with Police and the
National Park Rangers.  The summer is
drawing to a close but it is anticipated that a
large number of visitors will flock to the area
with this Monday being a holiday for some.
Central Scotland Police will be carrying out
roadside breath tests, speed checks and
vehicle checks and antisocial behaviour will
be dealt with robustly.  Residents and visitors
alike are encouraged to call in if they see any
abuse of the National park, wildlife and fauna.
Stop searches will be instigated where
appropriate for the suspected carrying of
knives, offensive weapons and drugs
Spate Of Thefts
22nd, September 2009
There has been a small number of thefts
which have occurred in and around Aberfoyle
over recent weeks.  Residents are reminded
to take all reasonable steps they can to
protect their property and also asked to report
anything they consider suspicious.
One or two reports have been received about
Ford Transit style vans and pick ups
operating in the area and thought to be
involved in criminal activity.  If you see
anything you are not happy with or are

suspicious of anyone in working type vehicles
then note the registration and contact PC
O'May at Aberfoyle Police Office on tel:01877
382519
Escaped Unhurt
21st, September 2009
A Tour Bus leaked diesel onto the A821
Dukes Pass causing problems for drivers
trying to negotiate the tight bends.  Two
vehicles collided at slow speed resulting in
minor damage only and one driver was
unlucky to lose control and roll down the
embankment just North of the 30 mph speed
signs on the way up to the David Marshall
Lodge. He escaped unhurt.
Forestry Commission staff are to be thanked
for their help as they stopped to offer
assistance to the shaken man and controlled
traffic whilst waiting the arrival of Police.
Road Accident On Dukes Pass
16th, September 2009
A French Tour bus and a car came together in
a minor collision on the Dukes Pass between
Aberfoyle and the David Marshall Lodge.  No
one was injured and both vehicles were able
to be driven from the scene.  As a result of
the accident and the actions of one man after
it, a charge of assault was preferred and a
report will be submitted to the Procurator
Fiscal at Stirling.
Police keen to trace man
Monday, 21st September 2009
Central Scotland Police Police are keen to
trace a man who exposed himself in a country
park.
The incident occurred around 11.15am on
Monday September 14 as a woman walked
her dog in Mugdock Country Park.A Central
Scotland Police spokeswoman said: “This is
an isolated incident and we are keen to speak
to anybody who may have seen the incident
or the man.”  The woman was walking her
dog near the duck pond which is close to the
visitor centre.   The man is described as being
21-40 years old, average build and was
wearing a blue t-shirt and baggy light
coloured denims.

Anyone with information can contact Central Scotland Police on 01786 456000 or information
can be given anonymously to Crimestoppers on 0800 555111

There is a community page for Aberfoyle  on Central Scotland Police website
www.centralscotland.police.uk which can be accessed by going to My Area, Dunblane Sac,
Aberfoyle.  There you will find community news regarding crime updates and  police surgery dates.

Upholstery and Carpet Cleaner Services
throughout Aberfoyle and the Trossachs

01877 382 530

Special cleaning techniques
Commercial & domestic cleaning

Spray extraction and spray cleaning are
the most effective ways of carrying out
upholstery and carpet cleaner services.
This specialist style of cleaning consists of
spraying a cleaning agent into the carpet or upholstery
which is then instantly extracted again leaving it clean.

Trossachs Carpet Cleaning

Special and contract cleaning
Spray extraction & upholstering cleaning

For more information on the services we have
 to offer please contact us now on
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COMMUNITY COUNCIL REPORT
The last few months have been very busy
for your community councillors but with
some good results, so this month’s column
will hopefully update you on everything
that’s been happening.  See also the
separate article on our big project the
Community Pride planter scheme.
Public Toilets
The long-term management of these
remains a concern although, as a
temporary arrangement, three local
volunteer keyholders are now able to open
and close the toilets at more acceptable
times, extending the hours back to
previous levels.  Our thanks to Jimmy
Quinn, Bert Comrie and Geraint Short for
agreeing to do this.
Outside Drinking Ban
Information about the proposed byelaw for
Aberfoyle, which would prohibit the
drinking of alcohol in public places, has
now been on the noticeboard since August,
and we will soon be considering whether a
public meeting is necessary before asking
Stirling Council to prepare final proposals
and start the formal public consultation
process.  Please give us any other
feedback or queries you may have during
October.
Flooding
This obviously came to the fore with a
vengeance on 8th September but that may
in the long run help us get more priority for
Strathard, since this is the second time in
a year that we have been affected when no
other Stirling area has had major flooding
problems.  This last incident was better
managed than previous occasions, and
both the Council and Police responses
were good, helping Main Street shops and
others under threat and controlling traffic,
including heavy vehicles.  These can
cause damaging wave action and raise
water levels – which is important if the
water is only an inch or two away from
coming inside as was the case for some
houses this time!  We also received some
helpful PR in the Stirling Observer, which
all helps support our case.
Previous efforts in 2007-08 when we
surveyed residents and prepared a
flooding report had raised our profile and
got some Council action, including
installation of a remote monitoring station
on the river at Aberfoyle, and also a flood
study.  The Council has now identified
several priority flood areas on which they
are actively working (of which we are one)
and in 2009 before this latest incident we
had already been working closely with
them hopefully to raise our position on that
priority list.  Responsible Council officials
had, even before the last incident,
committed to coming out to Strathard for a
public meeting to discuss and update the
community on flooding issues.  We hope
that will take place in the first quarter of
2010 once current work has been
completed. Also, in early October, many
people will receive short feedback forms

for the last incident – this is because
Council impact information needs updated,
Please do participate if asked, since it will
help press our case for more action.
Forestry Commission Scotland
We will be starting to exercise our
consultation rights with Forestry
Commission Scotland for the Loch Katrine
and Arklet schemes in November.  If you
have any issues you wish to query or raise,
on planting or anything else, please do just
contact myself or David Horne of the Loch
Katrine Community Trust during October,
and we will make sure these issues are
raised on your behalf.
Senior Citizens’ Christmas Dinner
This will take place on the evening of
Monday 7th December in Forest Hills Hotel,
which again has kindly agreed to host this
event.   Invitations will be sent out nearer
the time, but as always we find it a hard job
working out just who is actually old enough
to collect their pension!   So if you would
like to go and you've just reached the
magic age, or haven't been invited before
and would like to be, please let us know
using the contact details below or just have
a word with Ros in the Post Office, who will
be organising the invitations.  Couples are
invited once one partner qualifies.
Rally of Scotland
This huge event on 21st November is
covered elsewhere, but we have been
working closely with the organisers to find
out more about how it will impact on local
people and businesses, and to help them
make plans to manage the extra activity in
our whole area that day.  Fuller details
about local routes and other issues will be
posted up nearer the time since almost
everywhere in Strathard will be affected to
some extent, including the A81, the B829,
Braeval, Trossachs and Manse Roads,
Main Street and the rear car park, Balleich,
Kinlochard and Milton.  We managed
during these discussions to get local
providers in our area placed onto the
accommodation page of the main Rally
website, which hopefully will generate
some extra visitors who will spend money
locally.
Public Benches
Aberfoyle Main Street
has been brought
down by our shabby
broken benches and
the Council has now
agreed to do
something about
these, although we
had to wait until the
main tourist season
was over to avoid
disruption.  After
some lobbying it now
looks as if we have
persuaded them that
some new locally-
made benches to
match the planters

would be a good
idea, so initially
we’ll get 2 of these
replacing the
broken ones and others will be refurbished.
Another new bench will be going in Main
Street near the Police Station in memory of
Sigrid Armitage and this will be ‘unveiled’
during the afternoon of Friday 16th
October at 2.30pm.  Do come along if you
wish and meet Sigrid’s family, who have
kindly donated the bench.
Stirling Council Matters
Roads have had a lot of Council attention
with planned work going ahead at both
Milton and Inversnaid.  Please keep
reporting direct to the Council on potholes,
blocked culverts and other minor issues as
they appear, either online or by telephone.
We have now also listed and submitted
various safety-related problems as part of
our work to achieve the priorities set in the
Community Action Plan, but that looks like
being a long haul given Council funding
restrictions.  However we would like to
agree a phased plan with the Council to
implement those community requests, and
will keep working on this.  Some measures
such as eliminating speeding at the
entrance to the village near the playpark
and also in Manse Road we believe are
high priority and we would like action as
soon as possible.  Full reports of all the
other Council matters currently ongoing
are regularly publicised.
New Website
www.strathard.org.uk will finally be up and
running in October and contains more
details about everything we do, including
all of the above.  Do go into the site and
have a look.  If you don’t have internet
access, we have given the small balance
remaining from our community website
grant to Aberfoyle PO so that you can
access the website from there.
Finally, the names of your Community
Councillors are shown below – please do
get in touch with them on any relevant
matter where you would like our help.

Fiona

Strathard Community Council meets on the 1st Thursday of
the month, alternating between Aberfoyle Memorial Hall,
Kinlochard Village Hall and Inversnaid Primary School.  The next
meeting will be held in Kinlochard  on Thursday 5th November
at 7.30pm and then in Inversnaid on 3rd December. Half an
hour prior to the meetings a local District Councillor (Tony
Ffinch, Paul Owens or Fergus Wood) will hold a surgery for
residents who wish to raise issues and concerns.

Ward 1 Aberfoyle
John Clow
Ros Dingwall
Jimmy Quinn
Geraint Short

Ward 2 Kinlochard
Maureen Campbell
Mike Campbell
Fiona McEwan
Sue Russell

Ward 3 Inversnaid
Andre Goulancourt
Scott Provan
Ralph Wolfe

Community Councillors

Contact details: Tel 01877 387200
Email: cc@strathard.org.uk          www.strathard.org.uk
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Letters to the Editor......
............have your say!

Post to Editor, Schoolhouse, Inversnaid FK8 3TU
Or email editor@strathardnews.com or hand in to Aberfoyle Post Office

An Accident Waiting To Happen!
So the timber trucks are using Manse
Road again.  This despite having a
road specifically built from High
Corries out to the Glasgow Road and
even with the opportunity to exit the
forest via the Gartmore Road.  Both
exits are relatively free of homes and
other traffic.
But no, we now have the very large
trucks driving down Manse Road,
narrow at the best of times;
sometimes even before dawn you can
hear the racket and at other times they
drive through mid afternoon when
there are children about, especially
along this stretch of roadway.

Now, apparently, complaints have
been made to the Council Lighting
Department that overhead wires
between lamp standards on one
section are too low for the trucks to
negotiate.  As a result, the Council has
dismantled the wires, leaving a
section of Manse Road in complete
darkness.  This was over a week ago
and the residents at this part are still
in the dark - just so that the timber
trucks can use this road.  What on
earth is going on?
Overall, it really is an accident waiting
to happen!

Concerned Residents

I’m getting old,
I’m turning grey,
If I stand too long
My legs give way.
I’m now a pensioner,
An OAP!
I get half price
At the RSPB.
It wasn’t my choice
To go out this way,
But this old dog
Has had its day.
The time has come
It has at that,
To finally
Hang up my hat.
Don’t be sad,
Don’t be blue,
There are some
Advantages too!

No forward plans,
No tracking files,
No assessment grids,
No marking piles.
No school reports,
No IEPs,
No annual review,
No CPD.
No registers,
No cash for trips,
No lunch menus,
No consent slips.
No staff meetings,
No parents’ nights,
No inservice training,
No playground fights.
No Council Inspections,
No HMI,
No classroom obs,
No one to pry.

So call me an idjit,
Call me a fool,

But I really miss,
Coming to school.
The laughs that we’ve had,
The fun that we’ve shared,
Or a great big hug
Just to show that you cared.

At 9 O’clock
When the school bell rings,
The children line up
Collecting their things.
We open the doors
And in they all come,
With smiling faces
And a wave to their Mum.
We’re never really sure
What the day has in store,
As we shepherd them in
Through our classroom door.

Their pet may have died
And we dry up their tears.
They’ve had a nightmare,
And we quieten their fears.
They open their school bag
And rummage around,
Then yell across class,

“Hey Miss, look what I’ve found.”
Last year’s news letter
About the school fair,
ONE smelly sock
And a mouldy old pear.
They produce a live beastie,

“It’s for the project, you know,”
We examine it closely,
Before letting it go!

Their stomachs are pits
That take everything but greens,
But we always know when
Lunch included baked beans!
One thing about children,
They know how to share,
A bit of their birthday cake

Or nits from their hair!
No matter how much
We prepare and we plan,
It quite often goes
Straight down the pan!

But these are the reasons
We do what we do,
The joy, the sadness,
And the wee surprises too!
Therefore you see,
I’m not playing the fool,
When I say to you all,
I  MISS  COMING  TO  SCHOOL!

Thank You
I would like to say a big thank you to
all pupils, staff and parents (both
past and present) for all their cards,
flowers, gifts and best wishes I
received on my retirement.  My bird
bath and rose bush have taken pride
of place in my garden.   I have had
much fun spending my vouchers on
many different things for my home
and garden.   I have kept some for
Christmas decorations as Christmas
was a very special time in school and
one which I have many fond
memories.   Thank you too, to all
those who came to school on 11th
June, to join in the celebrations and
enjoy such a lovely tea with delicious
home baking.
A special thank you to Mo and Stuart
who were instrumental in all the
preparations and ensuring I had
such an enjoyable evening.
I leave you with the thoughts on my
retirement.

Janette Bond

Retirement from School

For those locals who are not already
aware of it, Liz McGregor made it onto
the pages of the Times newspaper on
August 19th this year. In an article
looking at how small businesses are
faring in the recession, Liz and her
restaurant in Aberfoyle featured in the
paper as the only Scottish
representative.  Much praise was made
of her work ethos and of her willingness
to please the customer by maintaining
reasonable prices whilst offering large
portions, particularly of the “supersized”
scones which she bakes and which are
renowned.  Quality food and quality
service is surely her byword.
Well done, Liz, the article puts Strathard
yet again on the map.
To read the entire article go to :
http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/busi
ness/entrepreneur/article6800953.ece

Local Woman Makes
The Big Time(s)

Active Stirling in
conjunction with the
Scottish Football
Association are running
October School holiday courses for
boys and girls between the ages of 5 to
16 years of age from 12 to 16 October
at Forthbank Stadium.
Times are 10am to 12noon (5 to 6 year
olds) costing £30 and 10am to 3pm (7
to 16 year olds) costing £50. There is
also goalkeeping coaching for 8 to 16
years 10am to 3pm costing £50.
Sessions includes fun games; skill
practices and small sided with the
emphasis on having fun and making
new friends.  SFA coaches deliver and
supervise all sessions, and all children
attending will receive a SFA certificate.
SFA Football Development Officer,
Scott Kinross said: “These courses are
an introduction to our national game
and cater for a wide age group; with
Goalgetters for younger ones, football
skills and player development for older
children and a specialised course for
goalkeepers.   We are looking to
encourage individual skill development
that will include sessions on control,
passing, shooting, heading, dribbling
and running with the ball plus inter
group small-sided games.  Children
have the opportunity to get the benefit
of experienced coaches in a quality
and safe environment in which
everyone will enjoy.”
For an application form please contact
Active Stirling on 01786 432323 or
download form
www.activestirling.org.uk/enrol_-
_football_holiday_form.pdf

Football holiday
courses
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ABERFOYLE POST OFFICE

Shop OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: Mon-Sat. 8.00 -5.30; Sun.11.00 – 5.30.
P.O.  OPEN: 9.00am, Mon-Sat; Close 5.30pm, (Wed-4pm; Sat–1pm)

Christmas Toy catalogues now in.
 Choose, order, pay-up weekly till Xmas

Seasonal Serenade
19 September 2009
Aberfoyle Church of Scotland

A packed Church of Scotland in Aberfoyle was the perfect setting
for an exhibition of virtuosic playing by musicians representing
five Scottish professional orchestras. The concert was arranged
by some of the musicians themselves to raise funds for the
McLaren High School Orchestra Tour to Italy in the summer of
2010. The professionals, who had given up their time and talent,
were joined by five members of the McLaren High School
orchestra at the beginning of each half for performances of
Handel’s ‘Arrival of the Queen of Sheba’ and Pachelbel’s Canon.
The young players clearly relished the experience. The seasonal
theme was set out in the first half with performances of Spring
and then later Winter from Vivaldi’s concerti ‘The Four Seasons’,
with solo violinist Gail Digney playing with total mastery and
sparkle. In Piazzolla’s contemporary work ‘Summer in Buenos
Aries’ there were echoes of the Vivaldi and Jacquie Speirs solo
playing demonstrated a very rare level of panache.
Former McLaren pupil, Peter Longworth then gave a world
premier of the middle movement from his own concerto for
trumpet and strings, entitled ‘Autumn, The Leaf Storm’. Peter is
now studying composition at the Guildhall in London. Whatever
next for this talented and prodigious young man!
In the second half the audience were treated to a performance of
Abinoni’s concerto in F major for two oboes, with immaculate solo
playing by Rona Pollard and John Digney. The finale to evening
was Bach’s Brandenburg concerto no.3 in G ending all too soon
for the enthralled audience.
McLaren High School Orchestra would like to offer sincere
thanks to all the musicians who gave up their time to put on this
concert. Special thanks to Frikki Walker who stepped in at the
last minute on harpsichord. Particular thanks to Gail and John
Digney, and Paul and Jacquie Speirs, and many others for
organising the occasion and securing the use of what was a
great venue for the Baroque flavour of the programme. This was,
without doubt, a very rare treat for all those present. .

Yes, it had to happen!  And it happened at Kinlochard one Saturday
in September, a fine warm and sunny evening it was (surely you
must remember that!) when the Kiwis arrived and many turned out
for what came to be an evening with a difference. We had a ‘Hangi’
followed by a Ceilidh.  Beat that if you can!
The Hangi, a Maori word, is a form of outdoor eating, when hot
rocks are placed in a fire pit, covered in metal, then wrapped meats
are placed on top and the whole thing is covered with earth and
allowed to cook for some four to five hours.  The time waiting is
passed by conversation and one or two drinks.
When the food is ready, the earth is dug up, the food unwrapped
and taken to the tables.  I have to say it was very tasty and there
was plenty of it.  This was followed by a lively ceilidh, music being
provided by the Kinlochard Ceilidh Band.  Some did sit out
underneath the stars, staring into the dying fire or gazing across
the loch in the gloaming.  It was a beautiful setting and a thoroughly
enjoyable evening.  Well done to all those who organised it!

Kiwis in Kilts!
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Trossachs Mushroom Festival
Opening.
The festival will be officially
opened with an exciting
programme of Music, Dance and
Poetry.   Burn’s Recital from
Gregor Wood, Piping from Arthur
Jones, Scottish Folk Songs from
Duncan McCrone, Highland
Dancing, and finishing the evening
with the Kinlochard Ceilidh Band.
A buffet is provided after the
entertainment.
Thursday 22nd October 7.30pm,
The Forth Inn, Aberfoyle  Adults
£10 Conc. £6

Fungus Forays with Liz Holden
An inspirational walk with an
expert to learn about the secret
lives and the fabulous variety of
Fungi growing in the Queen
Elizabeth Forest. These walks are
very, very popular so booking is
essential. You will be notified of
the start location nearer the
festival.
Fri 23rd, Sat 24th & Sun 25th
10.30am - 12.30pm, 1.30 -
3.30pm
Locations within Queen Elizabeth
Forest Park TBC  Adults £7 :
Conc. £5

Fungus Forays with Nev
Kilkenny
We welcome Nev to the
Mushroom Festival so that more
of you can enjoy a walk in the
Queen Elizabeth Forest with an
expert to learn about the secret
lives and the fabulous variety of
Fungi growing in the Queen
Elizabeth Forest. These walks are
very, very popular so booking is
essential. You will be notified of
the start location nearer the
festival.
Sat 24th  10.30am - 12.30pm,
1.30 - 3.30pm
Locations within Queen Elizabeth
Forest Park TBC  Adults £7 :
Conc. £5

Fungus Forays with National
Park Rangers
A light hearted look at the Forest
Floor. Ideally suitable for families
with young children. Wear suitable
clothing and footwear for walking.
Please note that these walks are
NOT designed to inform people of
which fungi species are edible.
at 24th & Sun 25th
11 am - 1pm, 2 - 4pm (Saturday
only)
Meet at Trossachs Discovery
Centre, Aberfoyle  FREE ...
BOOKING ESSENTIAL call 01389
722 110

Faery Stories with Walking
Theatre Company
Kids will love to join the Walking
Theatre Company as they act out
and tell stories of the myths &
legends of the Trossachs Faerie
Folk and Rev. Robert Kirk.
Outdoor footwear and suitable
clothing recommended.
Sat 24th 11.30am, Aberfoyle
£7/£5

Discover Scotland
See displays from Visit Scotland
that’ll temp you to come back to
Scotland again & again, or stay in
Scotland for your holiday and
discover hidden gems.
Fri 23rd, Sat 24th & Sun 25th
10am - 4pm  Trossachs Discovery
Centre, Aberfoyle  FREE

Schools Sporting Scotland
Games
Cheer on our local primary school
kids from Aberfoyle, Gartmore and
Posrt of Menteith as they compete
in a in a sporting competition
A fun festival of sport.
Fri 23rd  1 - 3pm
School Field, Lochard Road,
Aberfoyle

Discover Fungi
See displays from British Mycology
Society
Sat 24th & Sun 25th
10am - 4pm  Trossachs Discovery
Centre   FREE
Craft Market Stalls
Various traditional arts & craft stalls.
Sat 24th & Sun 25th
10am - 4pm  Scottish Wool Centre
FREE

Wild Living
Our ancestors were experts at
foraging for everything they needed
from what was growing around
them. From food or fuel, through
roofing or ropes, to myths and
medicines - join Arthur Jones of
Trossachs Treks for an exploration

of how common plants were put to
good use.
Sat 24th and Sun 25th   10.00am :
2.00pm
Queen Elizabeth Forest Park
Adults £7 : Conc. £5

“ Alliance Francais”
A culinary celebration of Scotland’s
Auld Alliance with France. A
mouthwatering menu of Scottish
dishes accompanied by our Auld
Alliance French wines. Dine on the
shore of beautiful Loch Venachar.
Accompanied by Celtic
Connections music from Scotland
and France .
Fri 23rd .... 7pm
Harbour Café Loch Venachar  £15

Family Festival Ceilidh
Get on down to Kinlochard! -
Kinlochard Ceilidh Band play
Scottish Traditional Music.
Book early and BYOB.
All money raised will go toward the
Kinlochard Village Hall
Fri 23rd .... 8pm - Late
Kinlochard Village Hall  Adults: £7
Conc: £5

Whisky Tasting
Learn about your favourite tipple. A
talk on the varieties and
complexities of our national drink,
and the chance to taste some
samples of amber nectar!
With Haggis, Neeps & Tatties.
Sat 24th .... 4.30pm
Scottish Wool Centre  £10

MacBeth
Join the Walking Theatre Company
around the firelight grounds of
Easterhill Farm, as they re-enact
the ultimate 'Scottish Play', a tale of
magic, dark arts, murder, treason,
intrigue and monarchy. Followed by
a fiery finale with inclusive candlelit
BBQ. A BYOB event.
Sat 24th .... 5 - 7pm
Easterhill Farm  Adults: £10 Conc:
£6

Lodge Gathering
An evening of family entertainment
with Haggerdash Folk. Live music
and a buffet.   Haggerdash Folk
Band are one of Scotland's
favourite Folk Groups playing a
wide range of songs and tunes.
Book early to avoid disappointment.
Sat 24th .... 7 - 10pm
David Marshall Lodge  £15

“Aye Right” Charity Ceilidh
Join in the Fun!! Ceildh Music from
Aye Right, a three piece band
featuring midi accordion, acoustic
and electric guitars, drums, vocals
......... all dance tuition wherever
necessary!!!
Sat 24th  8pm till Late
The Forth Inn Gathering
£5 for Anthony Nolan Bone Marrow
Trust

Sunday Church Service
All visitors will be welcomed.
 Sun 25th   11.15am
Aberfoyle Parish Church, Lochard
Rd

Cookery & Butchery Demo.
Master Butcher, Jonathan
Honeyman explains how to choose
and make the most from cuts of
meat. Forth Inn Chef Michael
Clayton demonstrates the best way
to cook them and mushrooms,
giving you the opportunity to taste
the dishes.
Sun 25th   1.30pm : 3.30pm
The Forth Inn  FREE

Cookery Competition
Show off your culinary skills in our
cookery competition. Categories
include Mushroom Soup, a
Mushroom Based Starter & a
Mushroom Based Main Course.
Judging will be by both a panel &
members of the audience.
Sun 25th  2.30pm
The Forth Inn  FREE

Trossachs Songs of Praise
A celebration of friendships made
followed by refreshments.
Everyone is welcome.
Sun 25th  7.30pm
Gartmore House  Donations

‘Lock In’ at Ledard
A Jam Session by candlelight for
locals & visitors alike. The Stables
Bar at Ledard Farm will host an
end of festival jam session. Open
to adults and children. Bar facilities
provided although you’re welcome
to BYOB
Sun 25th  8pm til .........
Ledard Farm, Kinlochard
Donations to Kinlochard Village
Hall Fund
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If the answer is YES to any or all of these questions, the new walking
group recently set up in Aberfoyle is for you.
Walk in the Park, run by Active Stirling and supported by Loch Lomond &
Trossachs National Park Authority and the McLaren Leisure Centre, is a
local walking group based in Aberfoyle led by Volunteer Walk Leaders and
the Ranger service. Unlike some walking groups, these walks are aimed
at people who need the support of a group to get them started walking,
who have been advised by their GP to start taking gentle exercise, and/or
anyone recovering from an operation and needing to take things slowly in
order to get back on their feet. The walks are therefore kept short.
We are keen to attract more local people to take part and to encourage you.
Here is a selection of comments and personal experiences from the
current walkers and leaders:
Craig Walker, Local Ranger comments…

“It has been my privilege to be involved with setting up and co-ordinating
the ‘Walk in the Park’ for Aberfoyle.  Our walks provide the opportunity to
engage with community members whilst becoming a little healthier.
Currently the walks take place every Wednesday, however
consideration is being given to moving the walk to a Thursday to allow
more locals to participate in the walks. We would like your views on
this change of day so please contact us (see contact details at the
end of the article).  Morag Macleod and John Digney, walk leaders, have
been superb with their support of the project and I am enjoying working
with them and the walkers greatly”.
Volunteer Walk Leader, John Digney says…
“You don’t need to join a gym if you want to get fit.  You don’t need to dress
up in lycra. You don’t need to buy expensive exercise equipment that
you’ll be selling on eBay once the novelty has worn off.  Walking is an
absolutely natural exercise, and there are miles and miles of tracks and
paths around Aberfoyle. We go out each Wednesday morning for a short
walk for up to an hour.  It’s all very informal and friendly, and we go at the
speed of the slowest. Just turn up for 10.30am – it’s free and you don’t
have to book in advance”.
Walker, Helen Quinn comments…
“I am delighted that I joined up with the Walk in the Park team. It has
given me confidence to meet up with people again.  I have been
housebound for the past 7 years and now look forward to meeting up
with everybody every Wednesday.  It has given me my confidence back
and I now frequently go out for a walk with my husband in my
wheelchair”.
Volunteer Walk Leader Morag Macleod........
Gives her personal experience of the benefits of walking, an inspiration
to all of you who for whatever reason lack the confidence to return to
fitness after ill health:

“My reason for joining the Health Walk is simple and probably very familiar.
Over 2 years ago I suffered a haemorrhagic stroke, which resulted in a
reduction in activity to my left side, impacting my ability to walk any
distance or undertake any exercise with confidence.
When I was discharged from hospital I was advised to join a walking club
to help  aid my recovery.  It was at this point  "Walk in the Park” was
recommended as a point of contact. I discovered that the walks (Health
Walks) were free – no cost – and, as I described, are led by a trained
leader and on pavements or hard surfaced footpaths.
They are not daunting and are beneficial as an introduction to physical
activity or even be used as a means of improving your current levels of
health.  I felt happy to join in with the group knowing the leader would not
allow us to do anything we were not capable of or willing to do and the
routes are all checked in advance - for example:  Faerie Hill, the Railway Walk, Lochan Spling, Aberfoyle Wildlife Site and also the River
Walk.  These walks are targeted at people who are inactive - those who can benefit most from some physical activity. The length and pace
are adapted to suit the pace of all who participate so that all can walk at a manageable level. From my experience, I would recommend and
actively encourage anyone interested to come and join us.  They are aimed at encouraging particularly those who currently have little access
to physical activity or organised walks.
The benefits for me were in terms of· increasing my confidence immeasurably.  Meeting new people, making new friends, socialising, having
fun and just enjoying being outdoors – all in a very safe, relaxed and encouraging environment! We usually meet for a coffee afterwards.
Maintaining my general health and also boosting my fitness levels.    And finally, I have now become a team leader - helping others become
active and enjoy some of the support and encouragement from which I have benefited.   Come along and join our happy team!!- I did - so
can you!! You will not be disappointed.     We look forward to seeing you …”
Walking schedules can be picked up form the Medical Centre, The Trossachs Discovery Centre and are also detailed on
www.activestirling.org.uk under Active Communities and www.lochlomond-trossachs.org/living/walk-in-the-park
If you would like further information  please contact Tricia Cumming, Walk in the Park on 07717544773 or me, Craig Walker,
National Park Ranger on 07834446871, or just stop me in Aberfoyle and ask.

It’s a Walk in the Park……
Would you like to be more active but don’t know where to start?
You have or are recovering from a health condition?
You want to walk more but don’t feel confident?
Would you like to get out and enjoy the beautiful surroundings of the National Park?

John, Morag and Pauline Fraser enjoy a walk in the park.

John, Pauline, Morag, Tim Messer and Jimmy Quinn play poo sticks
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Most of us will suffer at some time in our life
from feelings of depression or despair. A few
of us will even consider the possibility of
suicide. Who can one turn to when everyone
else is so busy or close friends are few and
our families are far away? Who can we talk
to who won’t judge, won’t preach and is
available 24 hours a day 7 days a week?
According to Choose Life, the Scottish
Government organisation set up to reducing
suicide in Scotland by 20% by 2013, there
were 843 deaths by suicide in Scotland in
2008. Sadly Scotland has one of the highest
suicide rates in Western Europe.
Each death represents an individual tragedy,
something difficult to understand with mere
statistics. According to experts, when
someone kills themselves at least six others
are directly affected by it. And behind each
suicide lie many more people who are
suffering – something that can often be
helped by a sympathetic ear.
Calls to 08457 90 90 90 from anywhere in
Central Region are directed to Samaritans
based in Falkirk from where over 7,000 calls
were received last year by trained
volunteers. According to Peter (59) one of
the four Vice Chairs the reasons for calling

are many and various. “We get a lot of calls
about relationships, but depression or
mental health issues are also very common.
Addiction in all its forms – gambling, alcohol,
drugs - is a cause of concern for both the
person involved and for those around them.
We do get calls from people with worries
about money and debt but probably
loneliness especially from the elderly is one
of the most common reasons.”
Elizabeth (63) who is Chair of the
organisation believes one of the biggest
misconceptions about the Samaritans is that
it is an advisory service. "We are not giving
advice to people and won't tell them what to
do." she said. "We are a listening service
and give people confidential, emotional
support and help them to explore their
situation. No matter what the reason for your
call – if you feel desperate, alone or even
suicidal – the Samaritans are always
available.”
Caroline (27), who is another Vice Chair of
the branch, explained: "I am part of loads of
different groups here, one of which is the
festival branch Scotland, which we have
recently started up.  "Some of us went to T

in the Park and we will go to other festivals
to be available for people."
Samaritans are also involved in providing
support in Cornton Vale Prison and are
looking at doing something similar in
Polmont Young Offenders Institute.

“Prisoners are a high risk group,” said
Margaret (70) a volunteer for nearly 40 years.
Volunteers live and work across the entire
Central Scotland area – and like all
charitable organisations Samaritans are
always on the lookout for people able to
commit time each week to being available to
others. Training for volunteers is thorough
and prepares ordinary people from every
walk of life for every type of situation or
scenario they might encounter.
Perhaps surprisingly volunteers find the
work rewarding and even enjoyable. “There
is a tremendous sense of achievement when
you are actually able to help and of course
there is a great sense of friendship and
support from your fellow volunteers,” said
Peter. “Anyone interested in finding out
more can come to one of our information
evenings – just call us on 08457 90 90 90.
You can even email us at jo@samaritans.org

Central Scotland Samaritans

Community Council

Cookroom ltd of Kinlochard is celebrating after winning a prestigious
Great Taste Award. Cookroom has been presented with a coveted one
star Gold Great Taste Award for its whisky and ginger spiced babas.
cookroom ltd is now a well established and increasingly well
recognised company producing a wide range of delicious wheat and
gluten free handmade cakes and savoury products everyone can
enjoy. Based near Kinlochard in the National Park cookroom supplies
a growing number of farm shops, tearooms/coffee shops and other
outlets across Central Scotland and beyond. Catering for events and
functions is also in demand.
Morag Philips, Proprietor said: “It is said that the proof of the pudding
is in the eating. That’s certainly right in this case. We are delighted
with this award, our second in two years of trading.  Winning a Great
Taste Award recognises the craft and dedication that goes into making
superb handmade food and drink. This also demonstrates our
determination to sustain the highest possible quality for all of our
products. ”
Morag added “Our babas are a quirky oval shape soaked in syrup
made with stem ginger, Loch Lomond single malt whisky and with a
hint of pear.  They are simple, stunning, indulgent, and taste so good.
We like to think our babas are irresistible!  As with all of our products
these are freshly hand made to order. They contain only the best
ingredients we can source as locally as possible.”

The proof of the pudding…

The Rural Access Service supports people experiencing
mental ill health to live a fulfilling life in their own community to
enable them to achieve their goals.  To access this service
you must be aged between 18 and 65 years and live within the
rural areas of Stirling. If you or anyone you know could benefit
from this service please contact SDAMH on 01786 451203.

Stirling & District Association for Mental Health
Rural Access Service
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Cruise Loch Lomond
CRUISE LOCH LOMOND's latest cruise West Highland
Way Rambler has been selected as a prestigious
Scottish Thistle Awards Finalist in its Innovation
Category, celebrating Scottish tourism excellence.
For the first time, visitors staying on the west side of
Loch Lomond can now sail to Rowardennan to enjoy
the most scenic stretch of the West Highland Way,
Scotland's most popular walk. The Cruise sails daily
until the end of October allowing visitors to benefit
from the much promised Indian summer!
This route also links with Loch Lomond's 4B's - Boats,
Boots Bikes & Bus service which offers visitors of all
ages and fitness levels a multitude of exciting
outdoor activity options for experiencing the beauty
and tranquillity of the National Park. The awards will
be held on October 23 2009.
For more information about Cruise Loch Lomond's
other routes please visit
www.cruiselochlomondltd.com   For more information
about 4B's please visit www.lochlomond4bs.co.uk

Central Scotland Fire and Rescue Service is
urging our communities to be aware of their
own safety and the safety of others whilst they
are having fun.
CSFRS expects to be called to a high number of
incidents on and around 5 November this year – ranging from
bonfires that have got out of control, to problems caused by
fireworks.
Anti-social behaviour on or around bonfire night is a major issue and
to tackle this Central Scotland Fire and Rescue Service, Central
Scotland Police and Falkirk, Clackmannanshire and Stirling Councils
are working together to try and promote the safe use of fireworks and
prevent illegal bonfires. The partnership is urging our communities
to attend organised public bonfires rather than building their own.
Central Scotland Fire and Rescue Service gives the following
advice to keep safe during Bonfire night:
� Only buy fireworks marked with the British Standard Kitemark
BS7114
� Keep fireworks in a closed box, and always follow the instructions
carefully when using them.
� Don't drink alcohol if setting off fireworks.
� Light them at arms length using a taper and stand well back.
� Never go back to them once they are lit. Even if it hasn't gone off, it
could still explode.
� Never throw fireworks and never put them in your pocket.
� Take care with sparklers. Even when they have gone out they are
still hot so put them in a bucket of water after use.
� Keep your pets indoors throughout the evening.
� Respect your neighbours – don’t let off fireworks late at night
� We are seeking to encourage people to attend organised bonfires.
However, our advice to adults building their own bonfires on private
land is to make sure it is well clear of buildings, garden sheds, fences
and hedges.
� Never use flammable liquids to help start a
bonfire and never burn dangerous items such as
aerosol cans, paint tins, foam furniture or
batteries.
� Don’t leave bonfires unattended. An adult
should supervise it until it has burnt out. If it has
to be left, damp it down with water.
�Always keep a bucket of water or a hosepipe
nearby in case of emergency.

Central Scotland Fire and Rescue service
Staying safe on bonfire night!

Q   The other day I left home to
go into town for some shopping.
I left my husband at home
sitting in front of the television,
as normal.  I had only gone a
half mile when the car ground
to a halt, and the engine died.  I
walked back home to get
hubby’s assistance.  Imagine
my surprise to find the telly
switched off and husband
kissing and cuddling our home
help! As you can guess,
madam cleaning lady got her
jotters, tout suite!  My poor, sad
husband broke down, saying it
was only a moment’s silliness
and that he still loves me.  I’ve
now found out that there have
been frequent assignations with
this lady over the past few
months.  Can you help me?

A  If your car has broken down
over such a short distance this
could be due to any number of
faults.  It could be dirt in the fuel,
a faulty air filter or even the fuel
pump needing replacing.  If you
still cannot find the problem with
the car, I suggest to take it to
your nearest garage.

Q   I have been retired for some
months now and have been
looking forward to tending the
garden and relaxing over
television in the evenings.  My
wife, though, has other ideas.
She has dragged me to dance
classes (tiring!), shopping in
town (wearisome!) and bridge
evenings (tedious!).  She just
doesn’t seem to want to sit at
home anymore.  Now she is
talking of us buying a camper
van and touring Europe.  How
do I get her to settle down?

A   Gardening and watching
television might be considered
admirable in some
circumstances but it would also
seem that your wife thinks
differently, not wanting to
vegetate just yet.  Don’t get me
wrong, I’ve no deep-rooted
antipathy towards vegetables
but there must be more, even at
your time of life.  As my late
husband, Walt, would say, and
he was a man of few words:
‘You’re a long time dead’
Quite frankly, you sound a bit of
a bore.  For goodness sake,
buy the camper van, watch
French TV in Paris, wear a
beret and get a life!

For straight-talking-honest-to-goodness
advice you can count on.

Congratulations to Jimmy and Cathie Bond who celebrated their
Golden Wedding Anniversary on 26th September.  They were
joined by family and friends at The Golden Larches, Lochearnhead
where an enjoyable evening was had by all.
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A View from the Lodge!
Contributions welcome. Contact David Wilkie on 01877 382258 or email clubs@strathardnews.com

Courtesy of John McKinlay

DOORS OPEN DAY
Aberfoyle Slate Quarry Tours: Saturday 19 September
It was clear from the outset that
this happening would take on
special meaning, particularly as
our senior forest ranger, Charlie
Stewart, had intimated that it
had been some six years since
the last such organised outing.
The Forestry Commission pulled
off a major coup in signing-up
the inimitable Louis Stott, local
author and historian, to act as
guide on the three mini-bus
tours during the day. Louis' vast
knowledge and experience
would eventually prove to be
pivotal to its success.
Prior to the event, thorough
preparations were carried out,
including a dummy run whereby
a route was mapped out and
potentially hazardous issues
were identified. A risk
assessment was formulated
and subsequent guidelines
were enforced. This included
the setting up of makeshift
barriers at strategic points along
the way which were deemed to
be dangerous.
On the day, as we made our
way up the trails, the silence,

and overwhelming sense of
calm to be found in a place
such as this (which positively
reeks of history), was an easy
potion to take. What was much
harder to absorb, and to which
one's imagination can only
stretch so far, was the
incredibly harsh conditions the
quarry villagers must have been
faced with.
In surveying the expensive
array of Gore-Tex footwear and
waterproof apparel adorning the
participants, I could not escape
the notion the workers would
have had no such protection
against the elements.
Furthermore, they would have
approached their daily tasks
with little in the way of adequate
safety equipment or clothing,
thereby inducing extraordinarily
high levels of risk to life and
limb (indeed, fatalities were not
uncommon).
The three trips were planned to
run back-to-back, which offered
little rest in between. It was to
Louis' eternal credit, therefore,
that, despite this punishing

schedule, which was polished
off with an excellent
presentation talk in The Lodge
at four o'clock, his spirit never
waned, displaying an intimate
affection for the area and an
obvious pride in being asked to
take on the task of the tours,
throughout.
Forestry Commission Scotland
should be applauded for
organising this particular event,

as our heritage simply should
not be ignored, or forgotten. To
Louis: thank you for your
immense contribution and all
your efforts. It was a privilege to
be in your company.
For further information on
related events and projects,
check
www.forestheritagescotland.com

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
The Forestry Commission have recently adopted a zero tolerance attitude
toward their recruitment policies, on the back of an intense diversity training
programme, through which race, creed, colour, gender, species, age, or any
degree of disability should not be perceived to be an issue. We are therefore
delighted to report the David Marshall Lodge has acquired a new member of
staff as a result of this initiative:  Angus. From the moment he took up his post,
he began to win the hearts and minds of the customers, outstripping us all with
his unique brand of public relations skills. Although still at a young age, and
clearly 'vertically challenged', he is already showing signs of getting his teeth into
his new found role and has, under his own steam, taken on the task of choosing
exactly which of the fixtures and fittings are safe to eat. Through this, we will be
able to adopt appropriate first aid procedures in the event that one of our visitors,
upon deciding to chew the lagging on the pipes, develops a choking fit.
Welcome to the David Marshall Lodge family, Angus.

...AND THE BAND PLAYED ON...
I feel I need offer no apologies for
presenting another article on Heelster
Gowdie, our resident band, as their final
concert of the season proved to be one
of the best yet. Maybe it was just down to
the fact it was their last performance.
Then again, maybe there was something
in the air that day. Whatever... The
function room was packed to the rafters
with standing room only, and the
Gowdies simply rocked.
I think it is safe to say the group enjoy
playing at The Lodge, and we are
delighted to announce they will be
returning next year. One thing that has
always struck me is that their brand of
music seems to hold a universal appeal,
as witnessed by the diverse mix of

audiences they attract. On this
occasion we had people from England,
Ireland and Wales. We had a couple
from China and a family from The
Philippines. We had the elderly and the
young. We had a party of disabled. We
even had a dog, who sat quietly in the
corner. Against a stunning forest
landscape backdrop, Heelster Gowdie
seem perfectly suited to the setting and
appear totally at home within
themselves.
To Russell, Vincent, David and James,
and their merry band of
helpers...thanks a million for
entertaining our visitors throughout the
season. See you next time!
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RANGERS CORNER
At The Lodge on All Hallows Eve, darkness will descend
Bringing a level of fear that will never seem to end
For this is the time all manner of freaks
Zombies, ghouls, spooks and geeks
Prowl the grounds with intent to scare
So...buy the ticket, if you dare....
Though we should make it clear right from the start
This event is not for the very young or those with a faint heart
As past times have taught us this rollercoaster ride
Offers very little opportunity to hide
Especially on the ghostly candlelit trail
Where around every corner you can expect a shriek or a wail
Of this night, you will take away many a tale
And your memories will never pale..
Of the party of all parties

" Avast, me hearties..."
This year's theme is....PIRATES!

DML Notice Board
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St Mary’s Episcopal Church
Aberfoyle and Port of Menteith
Parish Church

The next meeting of the Guild is Monday 19th
October at 2pm in Church House when there will
be a speaker from the project we are supporting
this year – Mission Run (Madagascar). This will
also be a Guest Afternoon when we will be joined
by friends from surrounding Guilds.
At the meeting on 16th November, Sarah Chester
from Port of Menteith will tell us about Art Link.
A service of dedication will be held on Sunday
22nd November to mark the beginning of Guild
Week.

The Guild

Have you heard the world’s funniest joke?
Two hunters are out in the woods.  One of them
collapses.  He doesn‘t seem to be breathing and his
eyes are glazed.  The other guy whips out his phone
and calls the emergency services.  He gasps, “My
friend is dead.  What can I do?”  The operator says,

“Calm down, I can help.  First, let’s make sure he’s dead”.  There
is a silence, then a shot is heard.  Back on the phone, the guy says

“OK, now what?”
You don’t hear too many jokes in church.  The church is not
renowned for its sense of humour.  Religion is a serious business.
Faith is a grave affair.  Not surprising then, that you get television
characters like the Vicar of Dibley or Father Ted.
An eloquent theologian - John Chrysostom, or Golden Mouth, to
use his nickname - once wrote in the 4th century:  ‘This world is
not the theatre for laughter.  Neither did we come together for this
intent, that we may give way to immoderate mirth, but that we may
groan and by this groaning inherit a kingdom.’  No Billy Connolly,
he.  No Ricky Fulton.
Jesus seems to have had a sense of humour.  He told jokes: ‘Why
then do you look at the speck in your brother’s eye, and pay no
attention to the log in your own eye’.  No, it doesn’t work for me
either.  But in Jesus’ time it would have been a real howler.  The
Jews loved grotesque exaggeration.  This talk of specks and logs
would have been found extremely funny, as well as hitting home.
Yet for all that, I cannot imagine someone running to his friends
and saying, ‘Have you heard Jesus of Nazareth’s latest one - this’ll
kill you’.
Abraham’s wife, Sarah, had laughed.  When she overheard an
angel saying she was to bear a child in her grand old age, she
laughed.  A year later she bounced her baby son Isaac on her
knee.  Isaac in Hebrew means ‘he laughs’.
Laughter is not obvious in the gospels.  They talk of Jesus
weeping, but there is no mention of him laughing.  I like to think
that that is because he laughed much, and that it therefore wasn’t
worth commenting on.
People often feel uncomfortable about laughter in church.  What a
shame; when laughter ripples round a room, it can unite total
strangers in their humanity.  There is not enough laughter in the
world, and I mean kind laughter, not cruel laughter.  That eloquent
raconteur, Peter Ustinov, once said that laughter is the most
civilized sound in the world.  I think he’s probably right.  As long as,
of course, it’s the right kind of laughter.

Linda

Many have been kind to enquire about the progress of
renovation at St Mary’s. I hope the following will give
some idea of progress.

St Mary’s, as is already known, was opened in 1893
having been built in the spare time and at the expense
of the local Slate Quarry workers. Only minor
alterations and improvements had been made to the
fabric over the course of a century.
All of last winter, the outside of the building was clad in scaf
folding. The roof was found to be in relatively good condition,
testimony to the enduring quality of Aberfoyle slate. Thus a
thorough overhaul of the roof as opposed to replacement has
sufficed.  By contrast the porch caused anxiety as its foundations
had sunk and detached the structure from the main building. To
remedy the defect, the porch was first split horizontally with the
upper half being rested on jacks whilst the lower together with new
foundations was rebuilt.
Some of the stonework had disintegrated with age and the
offending parts were skilfully cut away and replaced. The exterior
was repainted in colours that our architect believed may have
comprised the original colour scheme.
Attention was then turned to the interior. Before the project started,
there existed an intriguing cat’s-cradle of wiring that included some
round-pin plugs. Whilst rewiring was in process, an opportunity was
taken to update the interior lighting.
When the present organ was gifted to the church and installed in the
middle nineteen fifties, there was little option but to hide a fine
stained glass window in the south wall gifted in 1918 by the
Fanshawe family. Later the organ was sadly damaged by first
rainwater and then falls of ceiling plaster. Progress in technology
now permits the traditional pipe organ to be replaced by a smaller
digital instrument. Some debate ensued as to whether the organ
should be replaced to allow the Fanshawe window to again be
visible. After much thought, a compromise was reached: the
Fanshawe window is shortly to be re-sited in the west window
where its splendour will again be visible. The organ having been
deemed by experts to be a fine instrument has been rebuilt and
reinstalled.
All projects have memorable moments and St Mary’s is no
exception. During repairs, it was discovered that the church
lavatory has been draining into thin air for many years. John
Paterson at Aberfoyle Motors has probably been the lucky recipient.
There has been more than usual haste to complete this part of the
renovation.
Interior redecoration and carpeting have finalised the work. Some
parts of the fifty year old church carpet were good enough to be
salvaged and re-laid in the Church Room
The work of the last year has only been made possible by the skill
and co-operation of local firms and craftsmen. The congregation
has exerted extraordinary effort in diverse ways to ensure the
project has nearly reached a very satisfactory conclusion. Details
of a formal reopening ceremony will be announced in due course.

Richard Grosse, Rector of St Mary’s

From the Manse

Aberfoyle and Port of Menteith Churches

For one week only
from Thursday 29th October

New to You Shop
Forth Inn Annex, next to Guyana

Open 10am - 6pm
(Sunday: 12.30 - 4.30pm)

All sorts of treasures, including books,
household items, toys, gifts for Christmas and
good quality new or nearly new clothes.  Come
and pay us a visit.
We would also welcome donations of good
quality items as above.  Please telephone Mrs
Irene Timpson on (01877) 389160.

Aberfoyle Parish Church Scottish Charity No.SC001308
Port of Menteith Church SC No. SC001864
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This year marks the centenary of the 1909
Imperial International Exhibition held at White
City, London. The 140 acre (56.7 hectares)
site was inaugurated the previous year to
house the Franco British Exhibition of 1908,
the first such exposition to be hosted by two
countries at once. There were 120 exhibition
buildings and twenty grand palaces. These
spectacular buildings were painted white and,
even, clad in marble. Because Vesuvius had
erupted early in 1906 the Olympic Games,
originally allocated to Italy, were re-located in
London and the White City Stadium was
hurriedly built. At one time some 12,000
builders were employed. The stadium was
opened in April 1908, and the Franco British
exhibition, regarded as by far the more
important of the two events, was open from
14 May until 31 October, 1908.
There were ornate gardens and elaborate
lagoons with extravagant pavilions showing
the produce of Australia, Canada, India, and
elsewhere in the British Empire; there were
similar exhibits from France, Algeria, Senegal

and other French colonies. Further pavilions
showed the Arts and, another demonstrated
Women’s Work. In 1908 there was a complete
Irish village, which had Irish Colleens working
in it and visitors could kiss the Blarney Stone.
To balance it there was a model village from
French Senegal with native inhabitants.
These two villages were outstandingly
successful; perhaps they provided light relief
from the rather more serious intentions of
other aspects of the exhibition.
The Duke of Argyll opened the Imperial
International Exhibition on the 20th May,
1909.  With the success of the Franco-British
Exhibition, it would have been unwise to
make sweeping changes. The exhibits in the
Halls and Palaces were similar to 1908.
There was a new Palace of Applied
Chemistry, but the exhibition of 1909 retained
many of the original features.
Clearly politics played a significant part in the
matter. The Entente Cordiale, which had
inspired the Franco-British exhibition, had
become the Triple Entente, so Russia
entered the fray, and the Imperial
International Exhibition of 1909,
demonstrated the imperial achievements of
each of the three countries. In addition to the
Irish village there was a Kalmuck
encampment. These were Tatar nomads
living to the north of the Caspian Sea in
Russia. A native village from Dahomey (a
French colony in West Africa) replaced the

Senegalese village of 1908. Not to be
outdone by the Irish, the Scots got in on the
act.
One account has it that ‘the best
remembered additional attraction of 1909
was the Scottish village.’ Unlike the Irish
village, which was called Ballymaclinton, a
made-up name, the Scottish clachan was
called Aberfoyle. It was situated next to
Ballymaclinton and contained the usual
ingredients for such an attraction. There were
Highland cottages, Highland dress, Highland
industries and Shetland ponies, alongside a
Post Office and souvenir shop. One of the
postcards from the exhibition shows the
centrepiece of the village to be a bridge. This
is all well and good, except that it sits in the
middle of a square, and there are no signs of
a river for it to cross! Thus it was that
Aberfoyle came to London and took White
City by storm. Amongst the attractions at the
exhibition were what were described as
‘Witching Wares’, a hint perhaps of
Aberfoyle’s connections with the remarkable
world of make-believe which still surrounds
the Reverend Robert Kirk. It has been said
that White City was a ’City of Make-Believe’.
In making an exhibition of ourselves it can
safely be said that Aberfoyle was not out of
place in one of the most spectacular events
of the first decade of the twentieth century.

Louis Stott

Making an Exhibition of Ourselves

The Loch Ard Local History Group, which serves Inversnaid,
Kinlochard and Aberfoyle, was started in 1999 and — in our
tenth year — is still going strong. The group has met regularly
since its inception. Meetings usually take place in the Village
Hall in Kinlochard on the first Monday of the month between
September and April or May, finishing in May with a visit to a
place of interest. These visits have included, for example,
excursions in the Loch Ard Forest, to the Crannog Centre and
to Innerpeffray Library.
 Our agenda centres around Stirlingshire and Perthshire, but on
some occasions local speakers may deal with broader topics.
The group, in consultation with the local community, made a CD
of old illustrations (engravings, old photographs and postcards)
of the district. We have a membership of about 30 and, at
present, the subscription is £10 per annum or £2.50 for a single
meeting Meetings are open to all and also present an
opportunity to socialise. The officers are Chair: David Miller
(01877387249), Deputy Chair: Louis Stott (01877382784),
Treasurer: Anne McNally, and Secretary: Alan Cooper
(01877387270). The President is Peter Joynson, the author of
Local Past.

Loch Ard Local History Group ARDBUILD
All Joinery, Building
& Roofing Work
Also Slabbing
Monoblock paving

Tel:  01877 387 238
Mob:  07749 418463

e-mail: ardbuild@hotmail.com
24 hr emergency callouts
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Allison Leonard
Assistant Warden

RSPB Inversnaid Reserve
It doesn’t seem that long ago that we
were waxing lyrical about the trees
coming into leaf, the spring migrants
appearing in the woods on the reserve
and the wonderful dawn chorus that
signals the start of the breeding
season but now the trees are losing
their leaves, the nights are drawing
in and all of those stunning little
birds have headed
back to Southern
Europe and Africa for
the winter.  Yes, it is autumn and we
are heading steadily towards winter
but that doesn’t mean it’s time to
shut ourselves up indoors till spring
(not yet anyway!); there is still plenty
of wonderful wildlife to be seen.  As
the spring migrants leave, other bird
species like the redwing and field fare
start to appear, moving here from
northeast Europe in large flocks to
take advantage of the large crop of

berries in our countryside and with the
trees losing their leaves it may also be
easier to see the many resident bird
species who stay with us through the
winter and the large flocks of tits and

finches such as long-tailed
tits and bullfinches in the
woods.

Now that things are quietening
down on the reserve, we have
had time to take stock of this

year’s breeding season.
Unfortunately, it has not been a

good year for the pied flycatchers
using our nest boxes.  We told you in
the last edition that 13 of our nest
boxes in the woods had been
occupied by flycatchers; interestingly
this was the same number as
occupied nest boxes in 2008.  There
is however a marked difference in the
success of the nests between the two
years.  In 2008, 80% of the eggs laid

produced a chick that
survived to fledge but
this year this number
was less than 20%.  It
is hard to know why, as with so many
other declining woodland bird species,
there has been such a huge drop in
success this year but it does highlight
the need for monitoring these birds.  If
we do not know that the birds are
declining then we can’t help them.
This is why over the winter, as well as
our regular winter tasks such as the
mammal counts and deer fence
checks, we shall be checking the
existing nest boxes and replacing any
that are starting to show a bit of wear
and tear.  We really must ensure that
we provide as many nesting places for
these little birds as possible.  They do
come a long way to see us after all!

Janefield, Ruskie, Stirlingshire FK8 3LG
Tel: 01786 850500

Mob: 07977 133503  Fax: 01786 850555
Email: directvehicleopt@aol.com
www.directvehicleoptions.co.uk

We are Open: Mon-Sat 8:00-20:00 Sun by Appointment

 Free Winter Health Check
(20 Point Winter Safety Check)

 1. Check Condition of Tyres
 2. Check Tyre Pressures
 3. Check Lights for Damage
 4. Check Operation of Lights
 5. Check Condition of Number Plates
 6. Check Windscreen for Damage
 7. Check Windscreen Washers Operation
 8. Check Windscreen Wipers Operation
 9. Check Condition of Windscreen
10. Check Oil Level
11. Check Pas Fluid Level
12. Check Windscreen Fluid Level
13. Check anti-Freeze Content
14. Check Condition of All Hoses and Pipes
15. Check Condition of Exhaust
16. Check Suspension for Damage or Wear
17. Check Steering for Damage or Wear
18. Check Condition of Brakes
19. Check Condition of Mirrors
20. Check Horn Operation

Please Call Keni or Sheena on 01786 850500

Do you need a
• MOT?

• Service?
• Tyres?

Scottish Country Dancing
Every Wednesday

7.30pm
Memorial Hall

A good way to keep fit
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With the departure of our ospreys
on August 28th our screens now
turn to two of our native mammals:
the Red Squirrel and Pine Marten.
The Red Squirrel is seen
throughout the year at David
Marshall Lodge and up to 10 have
been seen at one time at our Red
Squirrel hide.  The hide itself is only
10 minutes from the lodge so worth
a look once you have passed the
Waterfall.  Unlike other areas we
only have Red Squirrel up here,
even though some have been seen
in Aberfoyle and at the Forestry
Commission office.   The Pine
Marten, which is a member of the
stoat family, will eat red squirrels
but it doesn’t feature high in the
animal’s diet.  It also helps the red
squirrel by eating the non-native
grey squirrel which is slower, fatter
and spends more time on the
ground making it much easier to
catch.  Many people are surprised
at the size of the Pine Marten which
is about the size of a small cat, not
the size of a stoat or weasel as
most folk think.  Our stuffed Pine
Marten in the wildlife room is good
for showing people this as well as
its lovely chocolatey coat and
cream neck.  Pine Marten are
omnivorous, which means it will eat
just about anything from squirrels to
young birds and eggs to fungi, fruit
and of course peanuts.  This makes
it a regular visitor to our squirrel
feeders in autumn and last year we
had one pine marten that visited us
every second day through October
and November.   Although normally
nocturnal the marten was coming in
at 1 and 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
I have found that, if they have a
regular food source, they will come
in at any time of day and night.
Pine marten can be under–
recorded so if you do see one
please send your sightings to me at
the lodge.
(andrea.williams@rspb.org.uk).
For those of you interested in
forthcoming wildlife events:
Feed the Birds Day 24th and 25th
Oct. Winter Bird Day Sun 6th Dec.
As for Christmas, remember that
RSPB membership is a great gift to
give a loved one, with children’s
membership at just £1.50 a month
and adults at £3 a month.  As well
as their free gift and membership
pack they will get sent their
magazines throughout the year,
making it a gift that keeps on giving.
Pin Badges, of various birds and
animals, are also on offer in the
wildlife room for a suggested
donation of £1, which make a great
stocking filler.

Wildlife spotting in Strathard
Have YOU seen any of these WANTED individuals?

Name: Urocerous gigas
Alias: Woodwasp, Giant Woodwasp, Greater Horntail,
Characteristics: large fearsome looking wasp of about
4cm in length. The female has a long spine at the back of
her body, which is often mistaken for a sting but is actually
used for depositing eggs in timber. Females lay their eggs
in damaged or weak trees where the larvae develop and
feed on dead wood. It can take up to five years for adult
woodwasps to emerge. They are attracted to fresh sap so
are likely to be found on active harvesting sites. These
insects are completely harmless.
Last seen: May to October in confer woodland.
Known associates: coniferous woodland.

Name: Populus tremula
Alias: Aspen
Characteristics: tree up to 20m,
often with suckers. Its leaves tremble
in even the slightest breeze and turn
a striking bright yellow in the autumn.
They have a distinctive flattened leaf
stalk and are highly palatable.
Last seen: occurring in small groups.
Known associates: supports many
specialist species, especially fungi,
lichens, mosses, flies, beetles and
moths including some with critically
low UK populations. It is a preferred
food-source for beavers and bark
contains salicin which is an anti-
inflammatory and is similar to Asprin.

Name: Loxia curvirostra
Alias: Crossbill
Characteristics: a chunky finch with a
large head and bill that is crossed over at
the tips. Males are a distinctive brick red
and females green-grey. They are
currently displaying and may also be seen
feeding acrobatically, fluttering from cone
to cone. They are nomadic in their
behaviour, searching out large forests for
productive conifers.
Last seen: in coniferous forest taking
advantage of the currently coning Sitka
spruce and Scots pine. Often seen in noisy
family groups flying close to the tree tops.
Known associates: coniferous woodland.

Any interesting wildlife sightings?
Comments? Looking for more information?

Email Anna on anna.burrows@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

Autumn at the Lodge

Open 7 days a week 10am - 5pm
Breakfast served 10am - 11.30am

Lunches served from 12 noon - 4pm
Tea and cakes served all day until 5pm

Kinlochard Lochside

Closing on 31st October for end of season.
Thanks to all who once again have supported a

small local business in their own village.
Many many thanks.

Richie, Shona and all the staff of
THE AWARD WINNING WEE BLETHER TEAROOM

Photo courtesy of Robert Scott
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McLaren High School

The start of this academic year saw ten new
Primary 1 pupils joining us at Aberfoyle Primary.
At the end of week five I asked them all to tell
me something about being in school and this is
what they had to say:-
Holly Oliver - “On the first day of school, when
I was walking along the road, I had butterflies in
my tummy but I think it is fine now.”
Emily Bowie - “I like the games on the
computers. I like the CBB’s game best.”
Emma Coats - “I like playing with the little owls.
I pretend that they are flying.”
Amanda Lothian - “I like painting and I like
writing the date.”
Shannon Glen - “I like doing my letters and my
numbers.”
George Tutin - “I liked doing the class show.
It’s good being the only boy in the class.”
Zoe Bell - “On the first day I thought the
classroom was lovely. I like making pictures.”
Fiona Klaes - “On the first day I played with
Emily and Holly on the white board. I like doing
a puppet show best.”
Holly Gillies - “When I put my school uniform
on I felt happy. Learning my letters and playing
with my friends are my favourite things.”
Robyn Steele - “On the first day I felt a little bit
nervous but when I got used to it I started to
like it and made new friends.”

Aberfoyle Primary

School
News Activities Week

Once again this year our Activities Week in June was a great success.  Here are
just some of the thoughts and photos from the week.

Battlefields Visit by Eilidh Shearer
One of the options available for pupils was a visit to the World War 1 battlefield
sites.  After an overnight coach journey we all arrived tired but excited in Belgium.
While staying in Nieuwpoort we visited many sites and museums in and around
Ypres, among them ‘Sanctuary Wood’ where we were allowed to walk in actual
trenches that have remained basically untouched since the war.  We also
visited massive war cemeteries including Langemark and Tyne Cot which hold
thousands of white grave stones, many simply labelled ‘A Soldier of the Great
War’.  On the Tuesday night we
attended a ceremony at the Menin
Gate, where some pupils wore their
McLaren uniform and took part in the
Last Post Ceremony, laying a wreath
for McLaren High, in honour of the
soldiers whose bodies weren’t found
and whose names are instead on the
Menin Gate.  On the Wednesday we
were allowed a morning to ourselves
in Bruges, we were free to roam and
shop and indulge in the many
chocolate shops, before moving on to
France where we paid a visit to the
Canadian memorial at Vimy Ridge,
and then on to our hotel in Albert.
While in France we visited sites
associated with the Battle of the
Somme, including cemeteries and war memorials, and pupils and staff were
given the opportunity to visit the graves of relatives.  We also went to a place
called ‘Wellington Quarry’ in Arras where we were taken underground to see
the incredible network of tunnels that housed soldiers.
On the last day we spent the day at Bellewaerde Theme Park, where we got
absolutely drenched on the water rides.
During the whole week we were blessed with sunshine, and although some of
the places we visited were very sad, it was a real eye-opener, letting us know
just how horrible and futile the war was.  It was a very educational trip, but at the
same time, there were days we just had fun.  The trip as a whole was very
worthwhile and one of the best trips the school has to offer.

Aberfoyle School Parent Council is holding a
Ragbag collection on 11th November.  They
would be very grateful for donations of old
clothes , textiles and paired shoes.  Donations
should be bagged & placed at the front of the
playground early on the day of collection or if you
have items to collect please phone Aileen in the
school office 382278.
All funds raised will be used for trips and
equipment for the children.  A further collection
will be held next year.

Cakes and cookies
Over the three days of
Activities pupils had the
chance to learn some tricks
of homebaking. We carefully
followed recipes to produce
delicious shortbread, scones,
chocolate cake, pavlova and
strawberry tarts. We also
experimented with recipes to
come up with our own unique
smoothie.  Everyone had fun
and managed to take some of
their produce home for
sampling!

All of S1 arrived at Lendrick Muir on 3 June.  We all assembled in a room called
the ‘Kilpatrick Room’.  We had a talk on what was expected from us and how we
should respect the staff.  We then went to our dorms to put our luggage away.  I
was in Yellow Group 3 and we assembled in a separate room from all the other
groups.
My favourite activities were crate building, tree climbing, archery and the play
park.  In crate building you started off with a kind of staircase of crates and you
climbed up to the top (with a harness) and then another person would pass the
crates up to you and they were very wobbly, but it was fun when they all fell and
I was left hanging on the harness!
The food at Lendrick Muir was delicious!  My favourite thing was the Mississippi
Mud Pie – I loved the chocolate sauce.  There was also a tuck shop which sold
lollies, chocolates, sweets and crisps.   Overall I enjoyed Lendrick Muir and the
staff were nice too.

Lendrick Muir by Rhianna McIntyre-McClure
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Milton
Junior Awards Ceremony (Session 2008/09)
The Junior Awards Ceremony took place on the last morning of the school session.
It was fitting to end the school year celebrating the significant and wide ranging
successes of S1 and S2 pupils.
104 S1 and 74 S2 pupils received a merit certificate.  Other awards included
recognition for sporting, community and debating achievements, Aberfeldy Mod,
successes in the Mathematical Challenge and outstanding performance in literature.
S2 pupils, Harry Milligan, Graeme Platman and Stephanie Irvine (winners of the
Junior Music Festival) entertained everyone with their excellent musical
performances.  Mr McAllister kindly presented the awards and Reverend Stanley
Brook led closing prayer.

Chemistry Camp by Anna Tatnell and Camilla Tigwell
Along with around 45 pupils from schools around the UK we were invited to St
Andrews University to attend the Chemistry Camp for 3 days.  The group stayed in
McIntosh Halls and walked to the university labs each day.  We had a very
interesting lecture on materials and had four 3 hour lab sessions.  In these sessions
we got to use equipment and do experiments that aren’t available within school.  In
the evenings we went out ten-pin bowling, had an open-top bus tour and a barbeque
on the beach.  Overall we enjoyed the experience and made great friends with
people from all over Britain.  Thank you!
Top Team for Session 2009/10
We are pleased to announce that the McLaren High School Top Team for this
session has been selected and is composed of:
Head Boy: Tomasz Bukowici
Deputes: Steven Smart and Andrew Hunter
Head Girl: Ailsa Woodley
Deputes: Polly Malloch and Eilidh Lindsay

Pictured left to right: Eilidh, Steven, Ailsa, Mr P Martin, Tomasz, Polly and Andrew

Hello Children,
The nights are now very dark indeed and the
chilly autumn winds are stripping leaves off the
trees. This is also the time of year to look out
our gloves and scarves, to help keep
ourselves warm while we play outside. One of
the best games to be played in October is leaf-
diving, jumping into the biggest mound of dead
leaves that we can find. Sometimes the wind
has blown masses of leaves into a corner of
someone's garden. In others, the leaves have
been carefully swept up into neat piles. Either
way, these heaps are just waiting for us to find
and dive right in! The biggest bing of golden,
crunchy foliage we have found so far is at the
Glassert. It is enormous.
After playing games, leaping about and
burrowing into rustling dead leaves, the twins,
Duke and Katrine always complain that they
are hungry. They always seem to need
feeding, probably because they are growing so
fast. In fact, all that jumping and rolling and
chasing makes us all a little bit peckish. The
other evening Braeval had a really great idea,
something she is pretty good at, suggesting
we try out the new fish and chip shop in
Aberfoyle. Otters, as you know, are very partial
to fish, cooked or uncooked. George, being a
hare, is purely a vegetarian, never eating meat
or fish. But he does like potatoes, especially if
they are chipped. Have you been to the
Clachan chip shop yet? It is very good.
I am looking forward to even more food,
flavours of home and other countries, because
it will soon be time for the Mushroom Festival
2009. This is where George comes into his
element; he just loves to eat all sorts of
mushrooms and toadstools. But you do need
to be very careful: if you eat any of the wrong
kind you can become quite ill.
The best way to find out and recognise
mushrooms which are safe to pick and cook is
to go on one of Liz Holden's fungi foraging
expeditions, organised at David Marshall
Lodge. Then you will never pick poisonous
mushrooms or toadstools by mistake.
And then it will be Hallowe'en, a night of ghouls
and ghosts and things that go bump in the
darkness. It is the one night in the whole year
when spirits can all go back to visit their old
homes. Most of these phantoms are quite
harmless, only wanting to see friends and
relatives. Others, a bit more mischievous, like
to play a few tricks and frighten folk. So, brave
young people should go out into the darkness
with special Hallowe'en lanterns and chase all
the ghosts away. This is called Guising and is
more fun than Trick-or-Treat.
Remember to dress up in disguise, so none of
the spirits will know who you are and, maybe,
come back and get you later! Have fun.
Bye for now,
Milton.

Youth Club is well underway this year.  We have a few events planned for the
immediate future.
On Friday 23 October we will be holding a free Halloween Disco from 7pm to 10pm.
Please dress up in your scariest outfit and come along for the fun!
Wendy will be coming along on Friday 20 November to do a card making workshop.
Another disco is planned for Friday 11 December, 7-10pm.  This one will have a
Christmas theme and the entry fee will be the usual £1.  Gartmore Youth Club have
been invited to join us and we hope to see them there.
Jackie and Julie are going to come along to give us a Karate demonstration so keep
an eye on the notice boards for confirmation of the date.
Does anyone out there have a talent or skill which they would like to share with our
members?  If so please get in touch!  We would especially like to hear from musicians!
We would also like to remind members that they must return their membership
forms asap.  From 2 October you will not be allowed entry to Youth Club until your
form is returned.   Thank-you to all those parents who have put their names down
for duty.  There are still many whom we haven’t heard from though.  Please give
Lynne or Marie a call and let us know which date you are able to do.  We would like
to hear from Dads/Uncles/Grandpa’s etc too!
We URGENTLY require someone to do accounts for us.  If you are interested
please get in touch with Marie on 382 568.  You don’t have to have a child at YC to
help out, anyone interested is welcome.

Aberfoyle Activites Youth Group
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Next month, November 19th-21st, the RACMSA Rally of Scotland
kicks off for the first time for three days of high-octane entertainment.
It will be the final round of the Intercontinental Rally Challenge (IRC)
and the first time that Scotland – in fact the UK – has hosted a round
of the prestigious IRC, let alone the finale.
Hosted by Perth and Stirling and supported by EventScotland and
Homecoming Scotland, the Rally of Scotland sees over 210
kilometres of competitive rally action over 13 special stages, 6 of
which will come to Strathard on Saturday 21st November.  It is set to
offer something for everyone, from hardcore rally fans to general
sport lovers and families looking for a fun-fuelled day out.
Welcoming back classic rally stages
There are two elements that really set this rally apart from others,
firstly the resurrection of classic rally stages and secondly, the
inclusion of historic sites and landmarks as part of the route.
Scotland hasn’t earned its legendary status as one of the great
homes of motorsport for nothing. Aside from being the birthplace of
some of the sport’s greats, including rallying legends the McRaes, it
is also home to a number of iconic motorsport stages which have
been incorporated into the inaugural Rally of Scotland. Motorsport
fans young and old will welcome the return of famous stages that
haven’t seen competitive racing for almost two decades. Fairy
Knowe in Aberfoyle, which has caused plenty of drama in the past,
will host stages 9 and 12 on the final day, Saturday 21st November.
This stage has been the setting for exploits from some of rallying’s
most iconic figures, including Jimmy and Colin McRae.  Other stages
being held in Strathard are routes near Achray and Loch Ard, from
where the last 35km stage will be shown live on Eurosport to an
audience of millions worldwide. Well-known stages also being used
in this rally are at Errochty near Pitlochry, and Drummond Hill near
Kenmore.
A historic backdrop
One of the unique things about the Rally of Scotland is that the event
uses some of Scotland’s most beautiful historic locations and
buildings. The former coronation site of Scotland’s Kings and
Queens, Perth’s Scone Palace, forms the backdrop to the opening
of the proceedings. This includes the Ceremonial Start and special
stages One and Two on the evening of Thursday, 19th November.
Picturesque Blair Castle plays host to the Service Park on Friday
20th November, which is sure to be a sight never seen before, after
all it’s not everyday that rally cars race through the grounds of one of
Scotland’s most visited historic houses. The third location, Stirling
Castle provides the setting for the Ceremonial Finish, where fans will
be able to watch the cars on the spectacular Castle Esplanade free
of charge, allowing everyone the chance to soak up a piece of the
event.
A bit about the IRC
The IRC is a relatively new series which consists of an 11 round
calendar, providing a roughly even mix of gravel and asphalt events.
The series is organised and promoted by Eurosport Events, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Eurosport and includes rallies in Russia,
Monaco, Brazil and Belgium. The format of the series allows drivers
to pick and choose the events they would like to take part in and
permits one-off appearances. At the end of the series the best seven

scores are taken into account to
decide the championship winner.
The series is open to any driver in an
eligible car made by any IRC-
registered manufacturer, up to
2000cc.
Scotland to welcome the Champion

To add to the celebrations of the inaugural event, British duo,
Peugeot’s Kris Meeke and co-driver Paul Nagle, will come to
Scotland as winners of the IRC Drivers’ Championship. The pair
secured the title on the penultimate round, the Rally Sanremo and
will be basking in their glory throughout the Rally of Scotland’s 13
stages. Meeke and Nagle now only have one goal ahead of them –
to end the year with victory at their home event and they will be
looking to fans to show their support to help make it happen.
Don’t miss out
Tickets are now on sale for all stages of the Rally of Scotland and to
get day or whole event passes at the best prices you can book in
advance.  Otherwise you can buy single stage passes on a first-
come, first-served basis – all the details are in Rally leaflets available
in Aberfoyle Post Office.  There are also hospitality packages on
offer for those who want to make the most of the Rally of Scotland
experience, with the Strathard venue being the David Marshall
Lodge, which will be closed to the public that day.
To book tickets or hospitality and for all the latest news on the Rally
of Scotland, visit www.rallyofscotland.com. Tickets can also be
booked by calling the ticket hotline on 0844 847 2488 or in person at
Barrhead Travel in Edinburgh, Glasgow (Oswald Street), Stirling and
Dundee.
The Rally of Scotland organisers have also been liaising with
Strathard Community Council to ensure that it can keep local people
and businesses well-informed about what will be happening on the
day.

Rally of Scotland comes to Strathard

Organisers of the RACMSA Rally of Scotland have
given the Strathard News a pair of adult rally passes
for Saturday 21st November as a competition prize –
the free passes give access to all stages, car parks
and the Stirling Service Park on the day, as well as
two copies of the official programme.
For a chance to win these tickets, just answer the
following question:
Which British driver has just won the 2009 IRC
Drivers’ Championship?
Please send or leave your answer before 12th
November, along with your name, telephone number
and address, to: Rally Competition, Strathard News, c/o Aberfoyle PO, Main Street, Aberfoyle
FK8 3UG

Win a pair of passes for the Rally of Scotland! Rally of Scotland
Ceilidh
Saturday 21st November
Kinlochard Village Hall
Bring your own bottle
A Ceilidh will be held in the
Villager Hall to celebrate Loch
Ard’s participation in the Rally
of Scotland.   The Kinlochard
Ceilidh Band will provide the
musical accompanyment to an
evening of dance.
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From June onwards Aberfoyle Main Street
has been brightened by the arrival of these
new planters which have provided welcome
colour displays to lift our spirits during the
often dreary weather.  We’ve even noticed
tourists posing beside them to take photos
and videos – the ‘Aberfoyle’ lettering seems
to have been a big hit.
Improving seasonal displays was one of the
priorities set in the 2008 Strathard
Community Action Plan, so the Community
Council applied successfully last winter for a
Community Pride grant from Stirling Council
to replace the run-down old planters, some
of which had already fallen apart.
Community Councillor Geraint Short
produced the new design and worked along
with Toto and Davy of Kirkton Studios of
Aberfoyle to make and install the planters,
which helped make the funding go a lot
further. Not only that, after we offered free
plants to Main Street traders, many took up
the offer or planted out their own too, which
added greatly to the impact of the scheme.
A special mention is due to Trevor of
Aberfoyle Deli who commissioned the Deli’s
very own planter to add to his existing
baskets and displays.
Remarkably, despite a few close calls (the
bedding plants’ original temporary location
became ‘slug central’, we had to plant out in
a drought then water constantly, there was
week after week of constant rain and then
even floods…) most of the plants are still
thriving after several months, although those
in central locations suffer rather more abuse
(please don’t stand in the flowers, guys!).
What happens next?
After such a good start we need to maintain
the planters to be a credit to the village.  In
early October we are taking delivery of some
winter bedding and will replant them with
greenery, spring bulbs and plants, including
some which have been donated.
A lot of local people have put time, money
and effort into this project - and if more of you
would like to join in this would be great.  As
well as continuing and perhaps expanding

the Aberfoyle scheme, having achieved a
good result here we intend to apply for
funding to install planters in Kinlochard,
Inversnaid and Stronachlachar.
Volunteers, donations and sponsorship will
be needed to keep the planters looking their
best all year, every year, and we’ll also be
planning how to make sure this happens.
�  Do let us know if you might be able to help
during our ‘winter planting days’ sometime in
October.
�  Are any other businesses or groups of
residents interested in getting their own
planter?  We might be able to access partial
funding.
 Maybe you or your club/group would like to

‘adopt-a-planter’ and take responsibility for its
upkeep?
A big thank you!
The Community Councillors who worked on
this project - Geraint, Fiona and John (who
himself filled and brought dozens of bags of
compost from Polmaise) would like to thank
all of the below for their help.  If we have
forgotten anybody our apologies, but so
many people have pitched in to make this
project a success.  We hope this continues
for years to come.
�  Stirling Council, Kirkton Studios, Guyana,
Fairyland Aromatics, Strathard Community
Council for sponsorship in cash or in kind.
�  Bethan Short and Esme Alexander-Short
for help with planting.
�  Aberfoyle Deli, The Fabric Gallery, Liz
MacGregor’s, the Post Office, Rade,
Rainbows End and the Tourist Information
Centre for starting to display plants /
clearing untidy beds / agreeing to provide
some winter planting.
�  Mo Crawford, Wendy Easton, Jimmy
Ferguson, PC Malcolm O’May, Kelleen
McIntyre, Jimmy Quinn and Wendy from the
Old Curiosity Shop for their input.
�  Plant waterers from the PO, Co-op, Mill
Shop and Aberfoyle Butcher,
� And not forgetting other premises in the
village, whose lead we are following, for
their own continuing floral displays.

Aberfoyle ‘Community Pride’ Planters

Tel. 01877 382 400
Mob 07989 746617
Ask for Andrew
Braeval Old Mill, Braeval

1. House and estate clearances. Every contact is

made with total discretion, confidentiality and

courtesy, at a time to suit the client.  Properties

cleared will be left secure, swept and tidy.

2. I buy individual items.
3. I wish to purchase the following items:

• Old jewellery (even broken items)

• Old wind up watches and clocks (even if

broken)

• Old war medals

• Old coins and banknotes
• Old silver and plated items, including old

cutlery

• Old bagpipes, Dirks and skean dhus

• Old swords, knives, pistols and rifles

• Old musical boxes

• Old toys

• General antiques

Braeval
Antiques
Braeval
Antiques

To print in colour we have to raise an
extra £150 per issue.  If you would like
to sponsor an issue you will receive a
full page advert, article and
acknowledgement of your sponsorship
throughout.   If interested contact
Marion 386 222 or Margaret 386 258, or
any one of the committee.  (see contact
details)

Attention
all Businesses!

Could you sponsor a colour
edition of Strathard News?
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Volunteers from Aberfoyle
and across the Trossachs
are pulling together to launch
a new monthly event for
young people at Gartmore
House near Aberfoyle.

Thirsty: Trossachs Youth Praise aims to explore what it
means to believe in God in the 21st century.
Each month there will be praise and worship led by a live band
followed by a chat about what it takes to live a Christian life at
home and school or college.
Hannah Sanderson, from Aberfoyle is heading up the project.
Hannah is leading a team of volunteers from churches across
the area who are working hard to get everything ready for the
opening event on Sunday 25 October.
She said "We aim to enable teenagers from across the
Trossachs to meet, make  friends and experience church in a
new way. It's going to be a fun night of worship with a funky
band and some thought-provoking chat.  God's not boring,
being a teenager isn't boring ... so why should church be?”

“It will take the form of a church service in that each event will
have prayer, worship and some teaching about Jesus.  But we
want to do it in a way that's relevant to the lives of young people.
It will be fun and it will be challenging.  Standing up for what you
believe in isn't always easy.  We're going to look at how to keep
it real in today's world.”
Thirsty: Trossachs Youth Praise starts at 7pm on Sunday 25
October at Gartmore House, near Aberfoyle.  Following
meetings will happen at the same time on the last Sunday
evening of each month.  Anyone wanting further information
can contact Hannah via email addressed to
youth@trossachspraise.co.uk.

Getting Thirsty in the Trossachs
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Bathroom Suite Installations

Gas & LPG High Efficiency Boilers
Wet Electric Heating Systems

Landlord Certificates / Gas Safety Checks

FREE ESTIMATES     NO JOB TOO SMALL

Gas Safe Registered Engineer

T 01360 440144 M 07754 521213

Plumbing Installations - New & Renovations

Endrick
P L U M B I N G
&  H E A T I N G

Wester Ballat Steadings, Balfron Station, Glasgow G63 0SH

Boiler Servicing & Repair

Shocking!

As the country turns green John Keir turns pink!

Not even floods stop Liz's staff getting through!

Even our own Milton and his
sister Braeval get in on the act.
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Not here....but near!

Strathendrick Film Society

Kippen now has its very own
creative sewing centre run by
local resident Gill McBride. We
call ourselves Kippen Stitches
and we are located at the Cross
in Kippen.  We run sewing
classes that will help you make
and design your own clothes,
alter and customize existing
clothes or even make your own
patterns!
However, we don’t stop there!
Lots of our sewers have started
with cushions, made handbags
and one of the classes has even
made a small patchwork quilt as
a new baby gift!  Our teenagers
make a shoulder bag as their first
project.  They have great fun,
lots of chat and their imagination
for different sewing projects
grows all the time!  We are very
keen on recycling old clothes
and fabric for new sewing
projects and they have some
great ideas!  Some of our
teenage sewers have come for
their Duke of Edinburgh skills
award and have stayed on!
We have a special class for
young children (aged approx 9-
12years) on Wednesdays from
3.30-5pm.  In this class they can
learn lots of sewing skills in a fun
way, hand stitching felt bags,
cushion covers etc, and later
moving on to learning the basics
of using a sewing machine.  As
this class runs straight after
school, juice and biscuits are
included!  This is a fun class for
primary schoolers and gives
them huge satisfaction when
they can take away something
they have made completely on
their own.
We have fabulous sewing
machines and overlockers so no-

one needs to worry about not
having a machine at home
because all your sewing can be
done at Kippen Stitches in a
relaxed and comfortable
environment – with a cup of tea if
you like!  We keep the class size
to a maximum of 6 so everyone
is assured of personal attention
and help with their sewing project.
One to one sessions can be
booked if you can’t make a
regular class or have a special
project that you would
particularly like some help with,
and we will also be developing a
range of day long workshops on
lots of different subjects, from
making your own custom fit
trouser pattern, working with
stretch knits, to corsetry and so
on.  We just need to know what
you’d like to do and we’ll see
about organising it.
Kippen Stitches is a haven for all
levels of sewers to get to know
each other, to share ideas, or to
simply have a little – productive -
time out from the hustle and
bustle of every day!

Class times are as follows:
Monday 7-9pm
Tuesday 7-9pm (teenage
sewers)
Wednesday 1-3pm
Wednesday 3.30-5pm (primary
school sewers)
Thursday 7.30-9.30pm

If you’d like to know more, or to
book a place in one of the
classes or a special one:one
session, please contact Gill
McBride on: 01786 870403
Or email:
kippenstitches@aol.com

KIPPEN STITCHES
Sewing Fun!

Third Age GroupStrathendrick
The annual Twixmas Holiday 27th-30th December 2009, has now
been arranged. The cost is
£129 per person for 4 days 3 nights at the Carrbridge hotel Three
nights dinner, bed and breakfast at the Carrbridge Hotel, Carrbridge •
Evening entertainment including a traditional Ceilidh night• An
inclusive visit to Inverness. Insurance cost is £13. Contact Joan the
secretary between noon and 7pm Monday-Friday on 449253. The Trip
to Nottingham still has spaces cost is £189 for 5 days from 19th October.

Fintry Amateur Dramatic Society
THESPIANS in the West
Stirlingshire village of Fintry are
gearing up for a special
production.
Fintry Amateur Dramatic
Society's forthcoming show, the
uproarious farce “Lend Me A
Tenor”, will mark an important
milestone for the club – their
100th production.
The club, which began in 1977
with its production of “Gibbie
Proposes”, has staged
everything from high dramas and
revues to pantomimes and well-
known musicals, picking up a
number of prestigious awards
along the way.

“It’s amazing to think that this
initially tiny, amateur drama club
in a small village has grown into
a club with 100 productions
behind it and with a reputation for
staging ‘professional’, innovative
and challenging theatre,” said

current society chairman Tony
Flisch.
From its outdoor performance of

“A Midsummer’s Night Dream”
and its British premiere of
Moliere’s “The Doctor In Spite of
Himself” to musicals like “Return
To the Forbidden Planet”, “The
Life” and most recently “The Full
Monty”, the club has provided its
members and the community a
huge variety of shows.
The club and its reputation
continue to go from strength to
strength, evidenced by the fact
that tickets are already going fast
for our historic 100th production.”
Tickets for FADS historic 100th
production, “Lend Me A Tenor”,
which runs in the Menzies Hall,
Fintry, from October 21-24, and is
expected to sell-out, are
available from Liz Brown on
01360 860078 and from Fintry
Sports Club.

Balfron Campus Theatre - Friday’s 7.30 pm
New members welcome and one night membership is available
for £4 on the night.  This season’s programme:

� The Reader October 16
� Vicky Christina Barcelona November 6
� Star Trek November 20
� My Neighbour Totoro our annual Free

Matinee - Tuesday 22nd December 2pm.
� I've Loved You So Long January 8
� Easy Virtue February 5
� The Boy In Striped Pyjamas February 19
� Revolutionary Road March 5
� Conversations with My Gardener March 26
� Transsiberian April 16
� Hobson's choice April 23

Congratulations to cast and crew of 'Kirk' on getting accepted for
the Fantastic Film Festival in Manchester, Its being screened at
10am on Sunday 18th October in the Independant Film Category
as we were too late to apply for the amateur competition.

www.film-society.org

“Autumn Coast”
Solo show of new original paintings
by
Nigel Grounds
His only solo show of 2009
Ealain Gallery
1st -21st November

Ealain Gallery, 36/42 Main St, Drymen
t. 01360 660 996  e.  info@ealaingallery.com

 www.ealaingallery.com

MHOR Fish is planning six winter Wine Club evenings in the
demonstration room above MHOR Fish with sommelier Philippe Larue
from “ l’Art du Vin” (www.aduv.co.uk)  Philippe will introduce you to wine
tasting and the art of matching wine with food using great varieties of
vins du terroir from the old & new world. Each session is programmed
to last an hour.  “L’Art du Vin” was conceived by Philippe out of his
passion for food and wine; focussing on supplying quality wines.
Philippe will show you a wide range of their organic, fair-trade and
biodynamic wines made with a sustainable approach to the environment.
Maximum 14 places per session.
Dates for 2009: 12th November and 10th December
Start time: 19.30
Dates for 2010 (TBC): 14January, 18February and 18March.
Price per tutorial: £25 per person. This includes wines and canapés, a
dossier on wine tasting, summary info on each of the evening’s wines
for you to take home and add to at each session. Order forms available
at the end of each session to receive a 10% discount if you order (for
the period of 7 days following the tutorial) any of the wines you have
tasted. Afterwards: A set 2-course menu available in the restaurant at
the exclusive price of £8.00 (Please reserve your table at the same time
as booking your tutorial)   To book your place or make an enquiry please
call Veronika on 01877 330213, email fish@mhor.net or pop into MHOR
Fish, 75-77 Main Street, Callander, Perthshire, FK17 8DX.

MHOR Wine Club
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IMPORTANT
Information

For Advertisers
When you place an
advert with the
Strathard News we will
continue to run it unless
you tell us to stop or
replace it.
To place/cancel an advert contact

Ian Marshall
on 01877 382211

advertising@strathardnews.com
For design or to alter an advert

contact Marion Back
on 01877 386222

newsdesk@strathardnews.com

Deadline for Xmas issue
15 November 2009

Sponsor needed for
colour printing!

For all ages in
Aberfoyle Memorial Hall

A fun way to keep fit and learn to use muscles you never
knew you had!
Contact Julie Glen on 382 296
If karate is not your thing why not try something else?

Classes in ballet & tap:
contact Carla Duggan on 07815146462
Pilates & step & tone:
contact Amanda Reid 07811633968
Scottish country dancing:
contact Anne Ralston 382847
Youth club:
contact Marie Wardrop 382568
Toddlers:
contact Julie Glen 382296
The hall is also available for parties, meetings & functions:
Contact Sandra Jardine 382673

Your hall
Use it or lose it!

Meetings held on the 3rd Wednesday of each
month in Gartmore Village Hall at 7.30pm.
Visitors most welcome.
Wed. 21st October
Talk on Legal Matters by Beth Hamilton
Competition: Autumn arrangement in a jam jar
Wed. 18th November
Hands-on Jewellery Making – Heather Andrews
Competition: Favourite Christmas Decoration

Gartmore Women’s Rural Insitute

Kinlochard
Babies and Toddlers Group

Meets on a Friday morning (except School holidays) in the Village
Hall from 10.30 am - 12 noon. Come along for a play and some
toast !  For more information or to check that the group is on
phone Julie 387311 or Fiona 387378.

Top Play After School
Restarting soon on Fridays after school for Primary School aged
children. Activities include parachute games, earthball, circuits
and fun games - dodgeball, rounders, skipping, indoor uni hoc.
Also opportunities to develop skills.  Run by parent volunteers
with the support of Active Stirling.  Watch this space !
For more information phone Fiona - 387378. (All volunteers have
gone through an enhanced disclosure check.)

RACE NIGHT
Saturday 7th November
Kinlochard Village Hall
Bring your own bottle
The date has been set for the next prestigious Race Night.
Unconfirmed rumours suggest that the Dracula Wooden
Stakes has been transferred from Transylvania and that the
famous Spanish stallion Don Qui will run.  It is also rumoured
that Gay Lad will be making an outing.
As always, our MC will be the redoubtable Archie Holmes.
Make sure you come along, support the hall and have a good
time.   Bring a bottle and jockeys (if you have them).

Forth Inn Events Diary

Main Street, AberfoyleFK8 3UQ
Tel: 01877 382 372

E-mail: Phil@ForthInn.com

October
22 - 24 October   Trossachs Mushroom Festival

Thursday 22nd – Opening Night Fun Starts @ 7pm
The Festival will be officially opened with an exciting
programme of Music. Dance & Poetry. A Buffet Supper will be
served after the entertainment - Tickets £10.00   Conc £6.00
Saturday 23rd
The Forth Inn Charity Ceilidh –   8pm till Late. Tickets £5.00 or
pay on the Door.  Proceeds to The Anthony Nolan Trust.
The Band are “Aye Right” they are three piece band featuring
midi accordion, acoustic and electric guitars, drums, vocals
and all dance tuition wherever necessary!!!
For more information on this year’s Mushroom Festival please
check out www.visitaberfoyle.com/festivals
Sunday 25 October – Pub Quiz Fun Starts at 9pm in the
Wallace Bar
Saturday 31 October 2009 – Halloween Karaoke Fancy
Dress A MUST! Fun starts 9pm

November
 9-14th November - Steak Week, More than Beef!
14th Nov – Karaoke, Fun Starts 9pm in the Wallace Bar
22nd Nov – Pub Quiz Night – Prize for winning team!
30th Nov  – St Andrews Day Menu

Taekwondo: Start up Offer
Taekwondo develops your athletic abilities, self-awareness and
improves your capabilities in self-defence. Taekwondo
emphasizes moral development as well as discipline.
Children/Adults learn respect for themselves and others,
heightened concentration and increased self-discipline and self-
restraint.
Callander/Stirling Taekwondo club has a special offer of 2
weeks free training for all until the end of October, this will allow
you to try Taekwondo which is a great sport.
To receive this offer contact Duncan on 07713 193841 / 01324
472635 or visit the website to find information on Taekwondo.
 www.callander-taekwondo.co.uk




